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ABSTRACT

/

This report summarizes the second year of study of techniques for

improving digital system reliability through application of logical redundancy.

Three major topics are discussed: organization of a computer for efficient

use of redundancy techniques, use of redundancy to mask faults in computer

memories, and logical redundancy techniques for sequential networks. Each

of these three topics is treated in a self-contained part of the report.
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FOREWORD

This is the final report on the second year of a study of techniques for improving the

reliability of digital systems through the application of logical redundancy.

The long-range objectives of this program were stated in Sec. II of the initial proposal

(EU 59-139, Nov. 13, 1959), as follows:

(1) To determine the interrelations between, and limits of applicability

of, known and suggested techniques for introducing redundancy

(2) To evolve new techniques for introducing redundancy, in order to

achieve a greater improvement in reliability for fixed, small

redundancy ratios

(3) To derive procedures for the synthesis of economical, redundant

digital networks

(4) To evolve a design philosophy for redundant digital networks, to

serve as a guide to logic and system designers

The first year's research was concerned mainly with combinational digital networks. The

major topics investigated during the second year, just ended, were:

(1) Organization of a computer for the efficient use of redundancy

techniques

(2) The use of redundancy to mask faults in computer memories

(primarily in access circuits)

(3) Logical Redundancy techniques for sequential networks, specifically

fault-detection, fault-masking and fault-detection-and-correction

Parts One and Two of this report present the result of the first two studies, i.e., in computer

organization and memory reliability. Part Three of this report summarizes the results of the third

study, which was the subject of Technical Reports 1 and 2, issued during the last year.

xi



The three parts may be read independently-each contains a summary of results and

recommendations for further study. Generally, the project studies have concentrated on techniques

that minimize the amount of redundant equipment needed to correct given numbers of faults. Rather

than develop fault correction methods for general digital devices, specific components of digital

computing systems were examined. In several cases it was possible to take advantage of inherent

redundancies, and to permit replacement of a logical block with one giving equivalent performance

but which is more easily protected. Attempts were made to distinguish the types of redundancy

most suitable for different kinds of digital circuits and their costs and to determine the size of

logical block over which different types of redundancy are best applied.

A similar point of view was taken in the study of systems. It was seen that the complex

logical structure of a stored program computer could be simplified, while preserving a reasonable

efficiency, so that the number of distinct blocks and interconnecting data paths needing checking

could be kept small. Also, it was suggested that "wired-in" control equipment be replaced, as

much as possible, by stored program steps, since memory storage is more reliable and more easily

checked. An attempt was made to distinguish parts of a computer in which errors were most

crucial; specifically, means of protecting the processing of the instruction list itself were

investigated.

An important method, especially in the memory and logic areas, was the application of the

existing large body of knowledge of error-correcting codes, both in combinational and in sequential

circuits. Consideration was given to selection of codes that minimize the total amount of equip-

ment, including both the encoding and decoding equipment. Some attention was given to fault-

masking the correction equipment itself. A number of useful codes were found, but the subject

remains open.

An important consideration, arising in Iseveral contexts, was the need for compatibility of

redundancy techniques applied to elements of a system, e.g., within a memory system, in a

computer as a whole, and within larger system boundaries. It is suggested that the rather large

body of redundancy techniques developed so far should be drawn upon in a design of a hypo-

thetical or actual system, in order to uncover problems of consistency and completeness.

xii



PART ONE

A STUDY OF COMPUTER STRUCTURES

WHICH FACILITATE THE APPLICATION OF REDUNDANCY*

I INTRODUCTION

Various techniques have been developed for applying redundancy to improve the reliability

of different kinds of computer components-transmission circuits, arithmetic units, etc. These

techniques may be applied after a given machine design is completed, but one would expect that

a more successful system would result if it were designed with the redundancy techniques in mind.

Similarly, knowledge of system problems would aid the developer of redundancy techniques in his

choice of problems and in the ranges of performance required.

Accordingly, the two major objectives of the present study were:

C1) Development of a model for a stored-program space-mission computer,

to serve as a guide for coordinating various error-correction techniques,

and

(2) Development of computer organization design principles which lead to

a minimum reliability load-that is, the least amount of equipment

which can survive a specified number and kind of failures-and which

facilitate application of redundancy.

In the study, plans for four simple computers were drawn according to several criteria to be

described. There is a wide range of computation speeds represented, and, of course, the slower,

simpler machines give greater promise of reliability (the study included estimates of computation

speeds, based on multiplication time).

* by Jack Goldberg.



The point of view taken in the system designs was to allow the smallest amount of equip-

ment which meets expected requirements of speed and flexibility. Assuming the classic separation

of functions into specialized blocks for memory, control, and arithmetic, it was considered

desirable to control the amount and complexity of equipment in these blocks with consideration to

their sizes after suitable redundancy has been applied to each.

This is not the only possible useful approach. For example, the elements of a computer

could be distinguished in the classes of switches, memory elements and gain elements, and a

study could then be made of the best proportioning of these elements, based on assumptions of

their relative expected reliabilities.

Such distinctions are artificial, inasmuch as the rcliabilities of operation of the elements or

blocks are not mutually independent of their relative and absolute sizes or their system functions.

Nevertheless, the distinction does serve to simplify the creative task of machine design, since

there is, as yet, no general synthesis procedure for computers.

Analogously with the separation of a machine into functional blocks, the computation itself

was considered as having two components, i.e., calculations upon functions, and calculations on

the program. Examples of the latter are instruction counting and address calculation. It is argued

that the integrity of a program calculation is much more important than the integrity of functional

calculation, since a properly operating program can overcome errors in functional calculations;

hence, a study was made of machine organizations which offer special protection to the program.

Section II of this part of the report presents the result of a brief study of the use of list

processing techniques for program protection. Also included in Section II are some remarks on the

application of list methods to storage of time schedules for control events.

Section lII, which constitutes the main body of Part One, is a study of some very simple,

conventionally organized, general-purpose computers. It attempts to assess the consequences of

following certain design biases, which aim to facilitate the application of redundancy to computer

systems.

Other interesting system approaches remain to be studied. For example,

(1) Different parts of a program may be calculated in independent

computers, with a graded degree of redundancy dependent upon

importance

(2) Adaptive repair techniques might be used, i.e., components may

be envisioned which, periodically, may be adjusted to some

standard of performance by a "maintenance" block,



A system might be realized by assembly of a large number of

identical blocks-each containing memory, arithmetic and control

behavior with facility for selective replacement of blocks-and

SO on.

Each of these approaches has unique system design problems.



II PROGRAM PROTECTION AND LIST PROCESSING

A. INTRODUCTION

Recent studies of programming languages have developed the notion of lists and list

processing. The following sections will consider some very simple applications of the linked-

list concept in computers for space vehicles. Three of the lists found in such computers are of

special interest:

(1) The set of instruction lists

(2) A general vector or matrix of operands

(3) The list of times at which certain tasks must be performed.

The first two are important in a scheme for eliminating conventional address calculations.

B. ELIMINATION OF ADDRESS CALCULATIONS

Errors in address calculations may be considered to be even more serious than errors in

calculations on operands. The latter can be checked and corrected in various ways, e.g., by

asymptotic iterations which tolerate temporary deviations, by repeated calculation of the same

number (perhaps in several ways, etc.), but an error in an address calculation may result in

irreparable deviation from a program or in the use of false operands in a numerical calculation.

The use of list processing techniques in program processing is attractive, since they involve

copying words rather than calculating them, and copying is more easily checked and corrected

than is calculating.

Precedent already exists for list techniques in instruction stepping, i.e., in the "1 + 1"

address organization, in which each instruction word carries the address of the succeeding

instruction. Since transfer of control also involves only copying, the need for an instruction

counter is completely eliminated. The main difficulty comes from the increased memory storage

capacity for the recording of succeeding addresses (known commonly as "links"). Some

economies are possible by subdividing the link word into, say, two parts, one part each for

coarse and fine addressing. Each part can contain its own error-correcting code. The more

significant part could be set up occasionally in a special register, by a special instruction,

while only the less significant part, e.g., 5 or 6 bits, would actually be stored in memory.



Stepping through the elements of a matrix is somewhat more complicated, since a given

element is on two lists, i.e., a row list and a column list, and at different times the program may

wish to step through either. A direct solution is simply to record an item together with two

independent link terms. The three units of data could be recorded in three "successive" words.

The word "successive," o f course, may no longer be taken for granted. One means of achieving

the succession is to record the three units of data as a microlist, i.e., each unit contains a link

to the next unit, as well as its data word, which is a link of the item to other items on a row or

column list. The format for the items Xiol and Xi+ld could be something as in Table 1.1:

TABLE 1.1

FORMAT OF MATRIX DATA LIST

LOCATION

L(i,I)

L(i, J)+ I

L(i, j)+ 2

L(i+ I, |)

L(i+ I, j) + I

L(i+ 1,|)+ 2

Fh|

CONTENTS OF MEMORY CELL

Number or Macroltnk Microlink to next Location

11 g_j

I0 L(i+ I, J)

10 L(i,j+ 1)

II Xt+I, j

10 L(i+ 2, J)

10 L(L+ I, |+ I)

L(id)+ I

L(i, j)+ 2

L(i+ l,j)+ I

L(i+ 1, j)+ 2

The LOCATION column gives the symbolic address of a memory cell, whose contents are

specified in the remaining columns. The "flag" bits distinguish between non-list numbers (00),

and the first (11) and successive (10) numbers of a microlist. The "Microlink" serves in stepping

through the three cells of a microlist, while the "Macrolink" serves in stepping to other matrix

elements.

This scheme triples, at least, the storage requirement for matrices (although the new

storage could be in permanent form). One may conceive schemes of economizing on the number

of link bits actually included in the memory, by use of special registers for coarse addressing,

both for macrolinks and microlinks. This would seem feasible for microlinking, but rather

questionable for macrolinking.

I II



One interesting implementation of this scheme would be to use a fixed-store memory with

indirect addressing. That is, Table 1.1 could be stored completely in a fixed-store memory,

except that instead of the number, Xi] , there would be stored the address of the number in a

variable-store memory, whose size would be no greater than that of a conventional computer's

memory. The same scheme may be used for addressing instructions.

The net result of this development is to replace the usual address calculation, i.e.,

arithmetic operations on numbers in radix notation, by a very primitive kind of counting, in which

each number-successor pair appears explicitly in a table. The redeeming feature of this

otherwise primitive scheme is that economical error-correcting techniques of very high power may

be employed.

A block diagram of a possible implementation of this approach is given in Fig. 1.1 and a

table of micro-operations for this organization is given in Table 1.2. About half of the steps are

due to the indirect addressing of instructions and operands, in order to allow storage of links in

permanent memory. Another source of microprogram length is due to the use of only a single

address register, and the operation of only one external register at a time. The block labeled

I_CE represents error correction equipment. Since all address and operation information must flow

through the block, errors in instruction data caused in either memory may be corrected, up to a

limit. Equipment for correction of arithmetic errors is not shown. Program control and calculation

are accomplished in separate blocks, indicating the possibility of allowing the controller to switch

between blocks of standby calculation equipment.

The present treatment has been sketchy, since it was intended primarily to determine the

basic feasibility of a machine in which the program control sequence requires only inter-register

transfers. A proper evaluation of the idea would require some investigation of the number of

program steps and program storage space required for representative computations. The importance

of the concept also depends upon the relative expected reliabilities of register transfers and

arithmetic operations in a particular circuit technology, and upon the relative costs of adding

sufficient redundancy to achieve a given rehability.



PROGRAM MEMORY OPERAND MEMORY

PERMANENT I I

UNK II

VARIABLE | |

O_E,_,,,o_J ]- ] |

-- / ,t o..,

&. _tIQ.-Im

FIG. 1.1 LIST-BASED ORGANIZATION

C. STORAGE OF TIME SCHEDULES

If a time schedule is stored in the form of a table of increments between events, list

techniques allow easy insertion or deletion of events without requiring the changing of all time

entries. For example, the schedule might be stored in the following form:

Task Time increment

Link to

memory location
of next task

7



TABLE 1.2

MICRO-OPERATIONS FOR ONE PROGRAM STEP IN A LIST-BASED COMPUTER ORGANIZATION

MAJOR PHASES INTER-REGISTER TRANSFERS DESCIIIPTION OF OPEIIATION

Fetch:

Option (controlled by instruction

bit)

a) Direct Addressing:

b) Indirect Addressing:

_xecute

Option (instruction-controlled)

a) Single operand:

b) Matrix element:

b.1) Link to next row element:

Mp -.,0- L 1

l. l -.,*- X

R -,s--R/O ± X Arith I
or X 4"-/{ 4- )(/O Store

Ior Ll "4- X Jump_

K -._- X

MX..¢- K

E...t-X

LXM "4" X

M x -*"E

t _ R/O +- X Arith for X _ R + XIO Store

Set up address ol instruction

Fetch instruction

Fetch link to next instruction

Set up operation and opersnd address

_..nd Fetch-go to Execute

or, :_et up ol,er.tion and location of

ot,t:r,_ nd it ddre _ ..,

',"eft il op=rand !t,Jdres.-_

Set up ,.l, erand attdrea= (note: if

operitod in ,, matrix element, address

ib theft of the running index to the

m,ttrix).

End Fetch-go to Execute

End program step

Fetch index of current element from

index store

Set up access to structure table

Fetch location of current element

Fstch microllnk to next-element link

Set up access to element

l,_nd program step

M x -.¢- LXM

LX -_.. X

M x "¢-1

X...4- L X

Set up access to next row element link

Fetch next row-element link

Set up access to index store

Store next row-element link in matrix

index store



TABLE 1.2 concluded

b.2) Link to next column element:

Mx _ LXM

LX -_.- X

Mz'_- 1

X "_"L X

Set up access to next microlink

Fetch microlink to next column-

element link

Set up access to next co|umu-element

link

Fetch next column-element link

Set up access to index store

Store next row element link in

matrix store.

End program step

If a new task is to be inserted, its entry may be recorded anywhere in the memory. Its link

joins it to the appropriate successor, and only the preceding entry need be changed. Deletion of

a task, and shifting of a portion of the time schedule are similarly simple. The main advantage of

this scheme appears to be a reduction in the amount of data needed to be transmitted to effect a

change. Its implementation is quite natural in a list-processing computer, but it could also be

programmed for a conventionally organized machine.



IlI SOMESIMPLECOMPUTERS

A. INTRODUCTION

This section examines in some detail the consequences of applying certain approaches in

the design of a general purpose computer. The approaches, described below, are intended to

facilitate the application of redundancy to a computer system. Four designs are presented, which

cover a wide range of speed and complexity, within the general limits of the approaches. Programs

for multiplication and division are given in detail in order to assess speed and program storage

space, and one logical design is given in some detail, in order to assess equip,nent costs. The

following paragraphs explain the design approaches that guided the sample designs.

Three parameters are useful guides in proportioning the size of memory, arithmetic and

control blocks:

(1) present state of the art in reliable construction,

(2) ease of detecting failures, and

(3) ease of correcting failures.

In all three respects, computer memories are superior to the other blocks. The logical selection

and storage functions are accomplished by magnetic cores, which have excellent reliability, and

the gain-producing elements occur in uniform, grouped structures, which are quite amenable to

economical and easily designed error-masking redundancy techniques. The transformation on the

data signals is trivial, i.e., delay, so that error-correcting transmission codes may be employed.

The transformation on the access selection signals is not: trivial, but it is simple.

Arithmetic blocks should probably be rated second, over control blocks, since the rules of

arithmetic are simple, and a number of arithmetic error-detecting procedures are known. Arithmetic

blocks can probably be reduced in size more easily, since the number of modes, i.e., addition,

subtraction, etc., is fewer than the number of control modes usually needed.

An important reason for minimizing arithmetic and control equipment is that provision for

fault-masking requires more-or-less triplication of the number of components. 1, This is not the

case with memory, since

_References ere grouped at the end of Part One.
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(1) the memory elements may not need any duplication, and even if they

do, error correcting codes may be used with very modest redundancy

ratios,

(2) the drivers may be protected with less than 2:1 redundancy,* and,

(3) while triplication of sense amplifiers may be needed, their number,

in the systems described, is small.

The general consequence of these observations is a design emphasis which might be

characterized as "Less Logic, More Memory." It should be expected to lead to a reduction in the

power and complexity of the individual orders, and an increase in the use of stored subroutines,

compared to current general-purpose computers.

Ease of programming definitely should not be a design criterion. The interests of a human

or automatic programmer should be completely subordinated to interests of reliability. Two

criteria which must be considered, however, are speed of computation, which will be reduced, and

physical size of the memory, which will be increased, by the above emphasis.

Another design emphasis is the desire to minimize the number of independent data paths,

since it is likely that some error detecting and correcting equipment will be needed to monitor all

data flow. Exercising this emphasis will lead to reduced speed.

It appears that presently available memory and logic components are capable of much higher

speeds than are needed for space-mission computers. Thus, if the design of a computer requires

execution of many steps to accomplish a given task, the consequent slowness of computation

could be compensated by using a high clock rate. This will, of course, tend to increase the

power consumption (parenthetically, it is not obvious that the net power consumption increases,

since the amount of active equipment will be diminished). If, however, reliability is improved

significantly by virtue of the reduction and simplification of equipment, compared to a more

"efficient" design the increased power may be considered as the price to be paid. Similar remarks

apply to increases in memory volume and weight.

In summary, we seek to reduce the amount of logical equipment and the number of data paths at

the price of increased memory size and increased programming complexity, within bounds of required

computation rate and physical limitations of power, weight, etc.

*See Part Two, this report.
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At this point it may be appropriate to refer to some studies which similarly pursued the

more-memory-less-logic approach, for theoretical interests in minimality 2, for simplicity in control a,

or for reliability 4

B. GENERAl. MACHINE CtIARACTERISTICS AND CONVENTIONAL STRUCTURES.

The machines considered here have characteristics which are expected to be required of a

flexible guidance and control computer used in long-term space missions. They are assumed to

operate by execution of a stored program capable of general purpose computation. A set of input

and output channels are served, some with the provision for independe,lt interruption of normal

computation.

For convenience of discussion, numbers are assumed to be in binary representation,

normalized to be within the range of- 1 to + (1-2 -n) inclusive, with a bit length, n, of about 20.

"Two's complement" representation is assumed, in preference to "signed-absolute," because

(1) in simple addition and subtraction, which are machine orders, there is

never a need to recalculate a result for certain magnitude relations-

thus saving time (and logical equipment) for the basic operations, and

(2) multiplications, which are slightly more complicated than in "signed-

absolute" arithmetic will be executed by subroutine, so that the extra

complexity does not result in additional equipment. This subroutine

will be discussed in Subsection III-I.

The main working store is assumed to be a static, randomly addressable memory, with fixed

word length. A single-address instruction is assumed in order to simplify the Control.

C. A HYPOTHETICAl, CONVENTIONAl_, COMPUTER

In describing the special features of the suggested computer organizations, it may be

convenient to compare them with the features of a hypothetical computer which epitomizes

conventional organizations. Such a computer is illustrated in Fig. 1.2.

The main components are a random-access memory, driven by an address register, a set of

independently selected registers, performing the functions of arithmetic (A 1, A2, As), instruction

addressing (IC), instruction storing (OP, Addr), and instruction indexing (B), an arithmetic unit, a

control and timing unit, input and output registers and, perhaps, an input priority controller. The

interconnections between these components are shown lumped in one block. They comprise serial

and parallel data transmissions, some fixed, and some subject to control. All of the arithmetic

equipment may be concentrated, as shown, or it may appear at several places, e.g., the instruction

address register may also count.
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Functionally, a conventional computer would be expected to have the operations +, -, x and

+, in algebraic and absolute variations, perhaps some logical and formating operations, and some

special input-output orders, all as built-in machine orders.

D. AUGMENTING THE MEMORY

The computer designs to be described give an important role to the memory unit. Certain

properties will be assumed which are unconventional, but which are capable of realization by

conventional construction techniques. This subsection will specify the properties of the kind of

memory unit assumed in the remainder of the report. Figure 1.3 shows the major functional

sections.

The data are assumed to reside in word cells of fixed length. Some data may be permanently

recorded. A given word is selected for reading or writing by presenting an address number to a

word selection switch, via a set of power drivers. Both for reading and for writing, the individual
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bits of a selected word are activated serially; thus, in principle, one ,'cad amplifier and one

write amplifier are needed. The task of successively activating bits is nominally assigned to

the block labeled "Bit Stepper."

The selection of individual bits ,nay be accomplished by coincident-current selection, with

one current produced on a word-select basis and tile other ona bit-select basis. However, the use

of coincident-current selection may be undesirable because of the stringent control of current

driver and core characteristics required. One good solution appears to be available in the use of

multi-aperture memory elements. Several schemes have been described in the literature s ,6 which

permit unlimited driving. Furthermore, several schemes may be conceived which do not require

that the word- and bit-selection currents for reading occur at the same moment, so that an entire

word may be primed at one moment, with its bits being scanned subsequently. Such a scheme has

14



theincidental benefit of freeing the address register during the reading of a memory word, which

would avoid the need for separate external registers for instruction address and operand address.

The feature of unlimited drive is particularly useful, in that it permits exploitation of load-sharing

behavior in selection switches, for compensation of driver failures. This topic is discussed in

detail in Part Two of this report. Another good solution to the problem of variation in selected-

line output appears to be available in special non-linear current regulators, design of which also

is considered in Part Two.

In addition to the words addressable through the selection switch, several other word cells

labeled Special Registers are assumed, which may be selected either by the main selection switch,

or by special control, i.e., by the computer control circuits. Otherwise, the bit selection and the

reading and writing circuits are presumed to be common to the memory proper. These registers will

be used for arithmetic and address manipulation, to replace the special external registers illustrated

in the hypothetical computer of Fig. 1-2. The over-all computer reliability would hopefully be

greater, since the registers would not add appreciably to the load of sense amplifiers and bit

sequencing drivers, which must be provided in either case.

In Scheme I designs below, this advantage will be purchased by a decrease in speed, since

an arithmetic register may not operate concurrently with a memory register. The other schemes

attempt to preserve speed by splitting the memory so that a special register incorporated in one

section may operate concurrently with an addressable register in the other section.

An additional selection ,node is assumed by the Scheme I design but not by the others. In

that mode, the word specification may be changed between bits, primarily with the purpose of

activating the bits of two words alternately. If the two word registers are i and j, respectively, the

output channels during reading would contain the sequence bil , b/1 , bi2 , bj2 , etc. The two

registers could be chosen independently from the normally selected or the specially selected

section. The remaining characteristics in this section apply to all schemes.

An important assumption on reading and writing is that a given bit may be changed

immediately after it is read. If reading is destructive, then some data must be restored by a

writing action; data is assumed to be restorable either directly or in modified form. If reading is

nondestructive, special means are assumed for undelayed writing.

Finally, special equipment is assumed for input and output functions. Three functions must

be served: the presentation of data to external loads, the storage of data derived from external

sources, and the signalling of interrupt requests from external sources. It is assumed that all of

these have the form of addressable registers, so that their contents may be read or recorded as if

they were ordinary memory words. In this way, the various tasks of priority execution, format

control, buffering, etc., may be accomplished by executing subroutines rather than by providing

special logical equipment. The only logically special behavior required is isolation of the reading
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circuits, so that input data and control signals, which are not synchronous with internal computer

operations, do not interfere with normal reading. This could be accomplished either by special

gates on the reading circuits, which would have to be activated when the access switch selected

the appropriate words, or by electrical techniques, which would limit the rate of change of flux

during the receipt of external signals.

The following four subsections will describe several organization schemes based on the

viewpoints above, and on the special memory properties just described. The first three will be

sketched briefly, with emphasis on structure and on basic data processes. The fourth will be

described in greater detail, in order to illustrate approximately how much the complexity of the

hardware might be diminished and how much the complexity and slowness of calculation is

increased with respect to a conventional organization.

E. SCHEMF I-SINGLE MEMORY

1. STRUCTURE

In this scheme, only a single memory is used, with the only external registers being

the two address registers of the memory itself and the execution control register (OP). As

shown in Fig. 1.4, the data paths are very few in number, i.e., a single path from memory to ttle

single-bit arithmetic unit, and a path carrying either the unmodified or modified arithmetic unit

output to the instruction register, the two access registers, and back to the memory itself. All

memory data flows through the arithmetic unit.

The memory is assumed to have the special behavior described in Subsection III-D,

i.e., the bits of two independently chosen words are selected alternately, both for reading and

for writing. In this way, two words are processed at the same time in time multiplex. Two memory

addressing registers are needed, not for this alternation of words, but because at a certain time,

one register nmst specify a location whose contents will be read into the second register. The

register outputs feed only the memory access drivers, making possible some electrical design

simplifications. Three special registers are provided in the main memory, which may be addressed

normally, or by direct action of the control, i.e., the. accumulator, A, the instruction counter, IC,

and an index register, B.

2. BASIC MACHINE CYCLE

The cycle of operations has three stages, as follows:

a.

The contents of the special instruction counter register (IC) are read and

incremented by 1, passing through the arithmetic unit. The new value is restored in IC, and

recorded in memory access register M 2.
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FIG. 1.4 BLOCK DIAGRAM, SCHEME I COMPUTER

b. Fetch

Register M 2 is used to obtain the next program instruction. As the first bit of

the instruction is read, it is tested. If tile bit is 1, the special index register, B, is activated,

and the su,n of the index and the instruction is formed and recorded ill access register ,_It. Tile

reading and restoring to memory is multiplexed, as previously explai,ed. If the first instruction

bit read is O, tile special index register is not activated.
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e. Execute

Threebasic,alternativeoperations are provided: arithmetic, storage, and

transfer of control. Only a brief explanation will be given here. _ more detailed explanation

will be presented in Scheme IV.

Arithmetic is limited to addition and subtraction, with or without pre-clearing

of the accumulator. Symbolically, if A is the content of the accumulator and X the content of the

selected operand register, the following alternatives are possible.

A_A + X In all cases, X_X

A-_,--O+ X

A'_-A -X

A-(== O-X

(The sign _ signifies that the new value of the function at the arrow's head is obtained by

performing the operations shown at the arrow's tail.)* The O's are written in order to suggest the

mechanism of logical control, that is, if the number 0 corresponds to the absence of a signal, a

simple AND gate implements the optional choice.

Tile least significant bit appears first in time, due to the characteristics of

2's complement arithmetic, the sign bit-conveniently called tile 2° bit-appears last, and no

re-calculations are needed for any combinations of signs, i.e., the sign is automatically correct

if it is calculated as the most significant binary digit of the sum. Special storage is provided in

the arithmetic unit to preserve the sign of an arithmetic operation during the EXECUTE phase, so

that it may be tested in a subsequent transfer-of-control operation. This special storage is needed,

since the same arithmetic unit is also used in the subsequent STEP stage.

Storage consists of the espying of the contents of the special accumulator

register into the specified operand memory cell, i.e.,

X -_- A.

In both storage and arithmetic, register M 1 specifies the location of the operand, and special

control activates the accumulator register. A very useful variation, which will be described

more fully in Scheme IV, is Double Precision, i.e., operations on pairs of consecutive words.

It is convenient to be able to treat a pair of words as a single word of double length, with the

sign given by that of the most significant part-to be called the "head"-, and the sign of the

less significant part-to be called the "tail"-suppressed. The selection of such pairs is

The notation usod here is inspired by the work of lvereen 8
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facilitated by restricting the locations of the "tail" words to, say, only the even memory locations.

In this way, the location of the "head" is obtained simply by changing the least significant bit of

the address register.

Trans[er o[ Control, also to be called "Jump", is accomplished by copying the

contents of the specified operand memory cell into the instruction counter, IC, register. A

conditional transfer of control may be specified, in which the transfer depends upon the sign of the

last arithmetic operation, as stored in the arithmetic unit.

If a return linkage to a program sequence is desired, such as in the use of

subroutines, it must be accomplished by programming, i.e., the contents of the IC register is

copied into some reserved memory cell prior to the execution of the transfer of control.

3. S[IMMAIIY

The scheme is very economical of equipment and data paths external to the memory.

Some of the inconvenient features are

(1) the need for the special multiplex mode of memory operation,

which is time-consuming, and

(2) no two of the three basic stages of the machine cycle may be

con current.

The basic operations may be summarized

(1) STEP

(2) FETCtt

(3) EXECUTE

arith

store

jump

symbolically as follows:

IC, M 1 ",-IC + 1

Of', M 2 "*" X l + B/O

R --,.-R/O +_X 2

X2-..- R +0

IC -,,-.V 2

where R represents any of the special registers

a, b -_- means that both a and b are set to tile same value

R,/O means that either R or O may be chosen.

F. SCIIEME II ONE MEMORY, EXTERNAL IIEGISTI"AI BANK

1. STIIUCTITRE

The second scheme, whose block diagram is given in Fig. 1.5, illustrates a possible

compromise between Scheme I and tile hypothetical conventional organization. A ba,lk of special

registers is provided externally to the memory, but it is restricted to the operation of only one

register at a time. The intention of the restriction is to allow the construction of the bm, k in the
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form of a memory, with a simple selection switch, and with a single read-write amplifier serving

tile entire set. It may reasonably be expected that common hit selection equipment may serve

both the memory and tile registers.

In Schente I, two me,nory address registers were provided, so that one might control

the selection of ao instruction, while the othe,' receives the operand address dalai of the selected

instruction, ht Scheme II, one of these registers, here labled '1', is included in the register batkk,

so that only one independent memory address register is required. 'l'he price paid for this economy

is the addition of a fourth stage in the basic machine cycle. The same arrangement is possible

in Scheme 1.
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The external registers are an accumulator, A, the instruction counter, IC, and a

transfer register T, all represented by the general symbol R. The arithmetic unit now receives

its inputs simultaneously, since there are separate amplifiers for the memory and for the register

bank. Three outputs are required from the arithmetic unit, two for direct restoration of data to the

respective input sources, and the sum, which may be recorded in either source, and which also

carries the data for the operation-code register OP and for the memory address register tl x.

2. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

Using tile notation of tile previous section, the four stages are:

(1)

(2)

(3)

STEP ,'d,,, IC_-- IC + 1

FETCH(a) T-_- X + 0

(b) Mx "- T

EXECUTE

arith R -",-" R/O ± X

store X _ R + 0

jump IC -'*- X + 0

G. SCHEME III-TWO MEMORIES

1. STRUCTURE

Scheme III (Fig. 1.6) carries forward the idea of a separate memory-like bank to its

logical extension, i.e., the use of a second full-fledged memory. Its data-path structure is

completely symmetrical. It is convenient to assign instruction storage to one ,nemory, here labeled

I, and general operand storage to the other, labeled X, and to assign special registers to the

memories, as in Scheme I. This division allows an instruction from the general I store to be read

simultaneously with a special index register, B, in the X store, and an operand from the general

X store to be read simultaneously with the accumulator, A, in the I store.

The arithmetic unit thus operates as in Scheme II. The sum output is used to send

instruction address data to the lower memory register ,lip during the STEP stage, and the operand

address and operation code data to the upper memory register M x and the "op-code" register OP,

respectively, during the FETCH stage. The basic operations are summarized in paragraph 2

below, and some special problems created by this structure are discussed in paragraph 3, below.
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2. SUMMAIIY C)[;' f)PI;;IIATIONS

Three sequential stages are needed, as sunm,t_rized below

(])

(2)

C3)

STEP Mt, IC-',- IC _- 1

FETCH ,_1_ -*-I + B/O

E X1'2CU TE

arith A -*-- A/O +_,V

store ,V _A + O

jump M I _ .V
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3. SPECIAL PROBLEMS

There are three functions which are somewhat unusually affected by the splitting of

operands and instructions into separate memories, i.e., transfer o| control, instruction modification,

and memory loading.

As shown in 2, transfer of control (jump) is by a kind of indirect addressing, i.e., the

instruction specifies not the address of a new instruction, but the location of an X operand which

contains that address. This requires extra memory space and some bookkeeping for the pro-

grommet (more likely, the compiler), but there are no logical difficulties. It also makes convenient

certain kinds of instruction modification, i.e., of the "set switch" type.

On the other hand, ordinary operations on instruction words are not convenient,

inasmuch as the EXF, CUTE stage is designed to employ the upper memory. This is of no great

consequence, inasmuch as the indirect jmnp and the availability of B-modification provide

sufficient programming generality.

The unavailability of the I memory during regular EXECUTE time is, however, a

problem for the actual loading of the I memory itself, either during the initial preparation for

service, or in ground-controlled program correction. Several alternative solutions are available

whose merits depend upon certain unknown factors.

It may be that the instruction set will never change, or that its changes may be

accomplished via the indirect jump addressing feature. If the instruction set is in permanent-

storage form, it might be built separately, and simply loaded as a physical package. For the more

general case, two solutions, at least, are possible.

First, a special operation phase may be provided, to accept input data in the form of

a Location-Information word pair, i.e., the first word appearing at the input terminals is sent to

All, which then specifies the location in I to which the second word is sent.

Second, the symmetry of the data structure may be exploited by providing for the

programmed exchange of roles of the X and ! memories. Thus, special instructions for loading I

may be provided in the X memory, and the control may be altered so that instructions are taken

from X and operands taken to and from 1.

H. SCHEME IV-TWO MEMORIES, SPECIAL COUNTER

1. STRUCTURE

The fourth scheme whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.7, is the most elaborate of

all. It is an extension of scheme III, in that separate memories are provided for instructions and

operanda, each with its own address register, and the special registers are divided between, and

included within, the two memories. The additional feature is the provision for the independent
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stepping of tile instruction address register MI, by circulation through the equipment labeled

"+1." The purpose of this feature is to save time by allowing the S'l'EPand EXECUTE phases

to be concurrent.

Several features necessary to tile detailed operation of a machine are included here

which were ignored in the previous descriptions for simplicity of explanation. These are

CONTROLI.__z_!

FIG. 1.7
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T X

ARITHMETIC
UNIT

i

!. SUM

"-I CONTROLI

FETCH Mx"t--" I +B/O

STEP M I "4-- MI+I
EXECUTE

ARITHMETIC A _ ±X +A

STORE X -<,'-- 0 + A

JUMP MI -4-- X
A-5196-74

BLOCK DIAGRAM, SCHEME IV COMPUTER
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(1) equipment for double precision operations, and

(2) equipment to facilitate response to external interrupt commands.

The former is indicated by showing two Accumulator words, A t and Ah, and by indicating that the

operand memory address register M x may be stepped up by changing its least significant bit at

the end of the "tail" word. The response to interruption is facilitated by provision of a special

register in the X memory, T, to receive the contents of All, which specifies the location of the

current instruction, so that a return may be made to the normal instruction sequence after

interruption.

2. SUMMARY OF OPERATIONS

The basic operations are the same as for Scheme III, but the separate counting facility

enables the STEP and EXECUTE to occur simultaneously.

(1)

(2)

FETCH M_ -.*- l + B/O

STEP M1 -_-M! + 1

EXECUTE

arith A -,,-A/O +_(X + 2-"/0)

store X _ A + 0

jump MI "*- X

interrupt T _ AIl, MI _ 0

Single or Double Precision

Single or Double Precision

In arithmetic, the optional addition of the term 2-n is included because it appears to

be only trivially expensive to do so, due to the nature of 2's complement arithmetic.

The remarks on special problems caused by a split memory, made at the end of Sub-

section III-G, apply also to the present scheme.

3. INTERRUPT

Since no instructions take longer to execute than a double-precision addition, it is

feasible to delay response to an interrupt command which occurs during an instruction until the

next execution phase. At that time, the contents of Mi are transferred to the T register, and M! is

cleared to zero. The next instruction is taken from location zero in the normal way, but this will

be the first step of a special interrupt subroutine. At the completion of the subroutine, a transfer-

of-control is ordered, which uses T as its indirect address, in the normal manner, thus returning to

the regular instruction sequence.

I. ARITHMETIC AND PROGRAMMING

This subsection will give examples of subroutines and programming techniques in order to

help assess the reduction in computation efficiency resulting from the stringent reduction in control

and arithmetic equipment.
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1. ARITIIMETIC FOR AI)DITION, COMPLEMENTATION AND SUBTRACTION

a. Introduction

The rules of two's complement arithmetic will be summarized here (with apologies

to most readers) in order to enable the reader to follow the muhiplication subroutine to be described

in paragraph III-H-3, below.

Let x be an n-bit number in the range -1 < x < 1 - 2 -n, and let x r be its

representation in the computer. For x >_O, x r =_x, and for x < 0, x r _=2 + x. An immediate

consequence of these definitions is that the leading digit is 0 for x positive, and 1 for x negative.

Some interesting numbers are (for n = 5),

X
X r

l - 2-" 0.11111

2 -_ 0.00001

0 0.00000

-2-" 1.lllll

-1 1.00000

All arithmetic is done modulo 2, i.e., carries from the 2° place are lost. The

rules of arithmetic are as follows:

b. Addition and Subtraction

Tile representation of a su,n or difference of two numbers is the sum or difference

of their representations,

i.e., (x +_-Y)r = Xr + Yr"

This may be accomplished by performing ordinary binary addition or subtraction

on all the bits of x and y, including the 2° bit, ignoring carries from the 2 ° position.

c. Two's Complementation

complement of x.

for n = 5,

'File radix complement of x, i.e., 2 - x, is obtained by adding 2 -n to the one's

3'he latter is obtained simply by logically complementing the bits of x. That is,
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(2-x) r = 2-x r =(2-2-')-x r+2-"

= (1.11111 - xfl + 2-"

= (bit complement of x r) + 2-"

The 2-" term is easily added in a serial arithmetic unit by presetting tile carry

flip-flop prior to the entry of the least significant bit.

d. Mechanization of Subtraction

It is convenient to mechanize subtraction as the sum of tile minuend and the

two's complement of the subtrahend, i.e., (y - x) r = yr + (2- x) r

= Yr + (bit complement of x r) + 2-'.

If the 2-" term is not entered, the result is

y-x-2-'.

e. Multiplication by Two

Doubling may be done by adding a number to itself. This is also called left-

shifting (by one place).

f. Double Precision

In multiplication it is convenient to expand a number of n bits into a 2n bit

format, such that if tile original, single precision number is x, tile double precision number is 2-=x.

The new number will be contained in two computer words, with the more and less significant parts

called the "head" and "tail," respectively.*

For x >_O, x r (DP) = 2-" x r (SP),

e.g., for x r (SP) = 0.abcde,

x r (DP) = 0.00000abcde

Forx<0 x r (DP)= 2 + 2-'x(Sp), (note: x here, notx r)

e.g., for x r (SP) = 1.efghi

x r (DP) = 1.11111efghi.

* This terminology, and the scheme for multiplication are taken from Bef. 3
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g. Summary

Thearithe,neticunitof theproposedcomputerswill berestrictedto the
performanceof tileoperationsdescribedabove,utilizinga specialregisterandamemoryregister
aspossibleinputsandoutputs.Considerableflexibilityof operationis availableif facilitiesare
providedforlettingeachinputandoutputterminalbeconnectedindependentlyto eitherofthetwo
associatedregisters,or toneither(forinputs,this is equivalentto thereadingof zero).Thus
thepossibleoutputmaybesummarizedin thefollowingformula,

R/V _ R/X/O ± (R/X/O + 2-"/0),

where R represents the special register, X tile memory register, +_represents an optional sum or

difference, / represents independent choice of associated registers, and n is tile number of bits

in the fractional part of the single- or double-length word.

2. MNEMONICS FOIl INSTRUCTIONS

Several subroutines will be given in succeeding paragraphs. This paragraph will

provide some names and mnemonics for the machine operations, for use in presenting the sub-

routines.

Table 1.3 below specifies the basic operations and their variations, separately. The

operations will be described by reference to a basic operation

z -,- t/O ± (u + 2-"/0)

where z, t, and u will be specified as being the contents of A, tile accumulator, or X, the selected

memory register. Some, but not necessarily all, of the alternative choices, signified by / and _%

will be specified by the various elementary operations. Numerical examples will be given for

/'I=5.

Table 1.4 lists the combinations of the basic functions and their variations which will

be employed later. The mnemonic for the combined operation is obtained by combining the

mnemonic symbols for the component operations.

3. MULT1PIJCATION

In the computers described, multiplication is accomplished as a subroutine. The

details of a suitable program, written in terms of the basic operations listed in the previous

paragrapb, are given in Appendix A to Part One. Since the program is to be used as a sub-

routine, it would appear only once in memory, and its internal structure would be ignored in

ordinary program-writing or compiling.
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TABLE 1.3

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS

Function Mnemonic Operation

Addition

Subtraction

Shift

Store

Jump

Jump if sign wee +

Variations

Increment

Clear (accum.)

Double precision

A

S

Sh

St

I

Io

!

Cl

D

A -.,- NO + (X + 2--n/o)

A -.0". NO - (X + 2-n/o)

z _.-z + (z + 2-n/o), z = A orX

X-*- A

Copy X into the Instruction Counter

Copy X into the Instruction Counter

z-_.-t/o +_(.+ _n)

z-_..-O +_(u+ 2--n/o)

n t = 2n

TABLE 1.4

BASIC OPERATIONS

Operation Class

Add, clearing A

Add to A

Subtract, Clearing A

Subtract from .4

Shift (left one place)

Store

Jump if sign was 0

Jump (unconditionally)

Single Precision

No Increment

AC

A

SC

S

Sh

St

Jo

J

Increment

ACI

A!

Shl

Double Precision

No Increment

ACD

AD

SCD

SD

ShD

StD

Increment

ACDI

ADI

ShDI
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The program consists of two parts, apreface, and tile main iteration. The preface

program occupies 14 word spaces and has an average length of 10.5 instructions, one of which is

in double precision. The loop occupies seven wordsiu,uemory, andtakes an average of 5 1/2

instruction times, one of which is in double precision. 'File average time for execution of a

multiplication subroutine for an N bit number is given by tilt following expressions:

Preface: 9.5 t s + t d

l,oop: (4.5 t s + t,l)N ,

where t s and t d are tile times taken fur single itnd double precision instructions, respectively.

The instruction cycles for the schemes described require a number of stages, each of whict,

involves the serial processing of the bits of one or two words. Scheme I requires three or four

word times, each involving a two-phase clock, for a total of 6N or 8N clock periods. Scheme I1

re,lnires four or five words, each with single phase clocking, for a total of ,IN or 5N periods.

•_cheme Ili requires 3N or 4N periods, and Scileme IV requires 2N or 3N periods.

The total multiplication times for N = 20 for the various schemes are:

Scheme I 35N 2 + 65N

Scl,eme II 23N2+ 43N

Scheme III 17.5N _ + 32.5N

Scheme IV 12N 2 + 22N

15,300 clock periods

10,060 clock periods

7,650 clock periods

5,240 clock periods

I;'or comparison, we may assume that the hypothetical ordinary co,uputer would do

multiplication ina two-stage process, the first being the fetching of instruction, requiringN

clock periods, and the second being the execution, requiring N 2 clock periods, for additions and

N for shifting, e.g., for N = 20, the multiplication time is 440 clock periods (this assumes that all

registers operate simultaneously, and are capable of right-shifting).

The elimination of the multiplication command thus has resulted in a slow-down of

utuhiplicatioa by a factor.of front 12 to 36 times, compared to the hypothetical, ideal serial computer.

Two circumstances may mitigate this slowness, t_'irst, since the product is developed

from the most significant digits downward, it is possible to truncate the subroutine after only a

fraction of then steps, according to the precision desired. Second, multiplication by simple

constants might be programmed as an unconditional sequence of shifts and additions.

In Paragraph III-.I-5 below (Variations on the Design) it is show,i that tile multiplication

might be speeded significantly by an increase of control equipment (by about two flip-flops and

associated logic), without changing the basic data path structure and ti,uiug, e.g., fur Scheme II,

multiplication would be eight times rather than 23 times slower titan the standard hypothetical

computer. The remaining slowness results from the fact that only one register may operate at a

time (concurrently with the memory) and that only left shifting is possible.
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In absolute terms, if a conservative memory cycle time of 20 gsec is assumed with a

resulting bit rate of 50 kc, the fastest multiplication time (without the modification mentioned in

the preceding paragrapb) would range from about 10 msec to 300 msec. This appears to be ade-

quately fast for the computations required.

An interesting figure for the comparison of different schemes would be the total energy

cost of a multiplication. The four schemes with variants described, take many times more clocks

than a typical hypothetical computer, but fewer components operate at each clock pulse. The

computation of a valid estimate of power consumption is beyond the scope of this report.

4. DIVISION

There are a number of feasible division algorithms. The one cbosen for illustration

here is the "restoring" type, in which all numbers are processed in absolute magnitude form. The

subroutine starts with a preface, in which negative numbers are complemented and ttle sign of the

quotient is determined. Upon detern, ination of the sign, a program "switch" is set which will or

will not complement the quotient after its calculation in the main loop.

The details of the program are given in Appendix A. The average preface operation,

plus the final switch, takes 15 steps, and the average loop takes 7 steps, all single precision.

The loop is traversed N times. The total numbers of clock periods required for tile four schemes

for N = 20 are:

Scheme 1 42N 2 + 90N

Scheme 2 28N 2 + 60N

Scheme 3 21N2+ 45N

Scheme 4 14N2+ 30N

18,600 clock periods

12,400 clock periods

9,300 clock periods

6,200 clock periods.

This scheme is probably the least efficient of the common algorithms. It takes about

20% more time than multiplication, but it usually occurs much less frequently.

J. LOGICAL DESIGN

The design equations for several component blocks will be presented here in order to

illustrate the simplicity of the logical equipment of the various schemes. A comprehensive

design is not considered to be justified for the purpose of this report.

1. ARITHMETIC UNIT

The following inputs are required:

Data: Augend A -1 < A, B _< 1 - 2-n

Addend B
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Control: "Clear accumulator" kcL

"Complement B" k co

"Increment" kin

"EXECUTE Phase" PEX

Timing pulses: begin word (precedes first bit) t a

end word (at last bit) t e

The arithmetic operation performed is

S - A/O +_(B + 2-n/0),

where S is the sum output, delivered to the "accumulator." Also, the value of S at the 2° bit time

(the last, most significant bit) during the execute phase, is stored in a flip-flop, D. For clearing

the accumulator, kCL = 1, for addition, kco = O, for subtraction, kco = 1 and kin = 1. If kin = 1

during addition, the sum is moved by increments of 2 -n, and if kin = 0 during subtraction, the

difference is moved by decrements of 2 -_. The control signals are obtained from the operation

code bits directly or by decoding. All must be present throughout the full operation, except for

kiN, which is needed only for one bit time at the beginning of the operation.

The logical equations of the arithmetic unit are the following, where C is the carry

flip-flop and D is the sign storage flip-flop:

Set C = ktNtb+A(B 03kco)kcL

ResetC = klNtb + A (B 03 kco)

S = C03.4kcL03 B03kco

SetD = St e kEX

Reset D = t b kEx.

Logical operations may be accomplished with only alight additions. For example, the

function A B may be mechanized by augmenting S as follows:

S = (C 03 A kcL _ B • kco) (kLA + A).

The new control signal, kLA, is normally l; for the logical AND operation, kLA = O,

kco - O, and kCL = 1. The last condition causes C to be O, so the S is reduced to

(0 03 0 $ B $ O) (0 + A), or AB. The logical complement of B bits is available in the original

equations, when kin = O, and kcL = kco i 1.
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2. "PLUS - ONE" UNIT.

The circuit used for shifting by increments the instruction location register in Scheme

IV requires one carry flip-flop, C. The inputs are:

Register Data

Control

Timing

R

Cp, where Cp = 1 for R -_- R + 1

Cp=0for R'_-R+0

tb, a pulse occurring prior to the first bit.

The equations for flip-flop C and for the output sum are:

Set C = tbC p

Reset C = R"

(Sum)R' = R • C

3. OPERATION CODE

The following operation code design is appropriate to Scheme II. It assumes the

availability of eight bits in order to minimize decoding. Three bits, kcL, kco and kiN, control

the arithmetic unit independently, and one bit, kl¢, distinguishes between conditioned and

unconditioned transfer of control. Three bits k R 1, kR2, and kR3 , together, control selection of

source and distinction registers for arithmetic operations; included implicitly among these

combinations are the store and transfer of control ("jump") functions.

The functions of the control bits will be described relative to a basic EXECUTE

operation :

z -_- t + u + v (arithmetic sum)

with Z = the selected load of z

T = the selected source of t

U = the selected source of u

v = 2-nor0

A = Accumulator

IC = Instruction Counter

X = Memory
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Bit Name Symbol Effect of variable

Clearing

Complement

Increment

Jump Condition

Double Precision

kCL

kco

k
IN

klc

kDp

k=0

t =T

u=U

v =0

conditional

single

k=l

t =0

u =I-U

13 = 2 -n

unconditional

double

Register selection

Function

Accumulate

Shift Accum

Jump (NCL = l)

Store A ccum

Shift mere

Store IC

kR1

0

0

0

1

1

1

kR2

1

1

0

1

0

0

kR3

1

0

1

0

1

0

Z T U

A A X

A A A

IC 0 X

X A 0

X X X

X IC 0

Note: (kR 1 = l) -'_-'_(Z = X)

(kR2 = 1)-_-_-(T = A)

(kR3 = 1)-*'*-(U = X)

4. CONTROL LOGIC

This paragraph will list the design equations for a control section appropriate to

Scheme lI. The design is not expected to be without flaws but it gives a fair idea of the simplicity

and small size of the control equipment. It includes all operations listed in the previous section,

and it also includes interrupt response.

The control section receives inputs from a timing generator and from the bits of the

op-code register. It contains four flip-flops and produces 15 output signals. The logical equations

for all of these are as follows:
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INPUTS:

Basic Timing

t b a pulse occurring in a vacant cell between words.

t e a pulse occurring with the most significaut (2 °) bit.

OP code register bits*

qCL, qco, qlN, qlc, qDP, qRt, qR2, qRs

Arithmetic Unit Sign Storage Flip-Flop

D (D = 0 for positive sum)

CONTROl, FLIP-FLOPS

cycle phase

double precision

rl:

r2:

kDp:

interrupt k iR :

Trigger r 1 = Trl = t b (P4 + kt)p)

Trigger r 2 = Tr2 = Trt r l

set kDp = p4tbqDp kDp

resetkDp = Pl + tb kDp

set kfR = (external interrupt). P4

reset klR = p4tb

CONTROL SIGNAI,S (Internal & External)

The cycle phase flip-flops define the four basic machine cycle phases:

STEP: Pl = rl r2

FETCH(a): P2 =rl r2

FETCH(b) P3 = rl r2

EXECUTE P4 = rl r2 = PEX

* If timing pulses were available to distinguish the bits of the op-code as they are read from memory, three

op-code register bits could be eliminated, as follows:

qtN could set the arithmetic unit Carry flip-flop directly

qJC could set up the data path control flip-flops kR1, kR2, and kR3 subject to the state of the sign storage

flip-flop D, and

qDP could set the double precision flip-flop kDp directly.
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Elementary control signals are obtained directly-or with slight modification-front the

OP-code register:

kcb = P2 + qCL kDP : qoP

kco = qco k_l = qnl + kin

kiN = Pl + qlN kR2 = qR2 klR

kjc = q/t: kR3 = qR3 klR

The above are used externally, at the arith,netic unit, and internally i,t the control unit.

The following signals control the reading and writing of tile memory and the register bank.

ClearOP-M x = p4kiR

LoadOP-M x = r 2

Read X = r 2

X Write Control =

X Write Data =

R write control =

R write Data

Select A h =

Select A =
t

Select IC =

Select T =

P2 + P4 (kR1 + kR2 + kR3)

p2X' + P4 (kRtS + k'R2X')

r I + r-2 + qJc + kR1 + kR2 ÷ _'1¢3

= (r I + rlr2klR)S + rlr 2R'

P4 kop kR2

P4 koe kR2

Pl + P4 (knl k--_2 kRa(qJc

P2 + P3

Note on Interrupt Action

An external "interrupt" signal is stored in a special flip-flop, klR, and is ignored until

the following Execute phase. At that time, the memory address register M x is cleared, so that

tile location 0000 is selected, the content of the IC register is stored there, and the IC register

itself also is cleared to zero. The machine then proceeds into a normal Step phase, at which time,

tile IC content (0000) is stepped to (0001). The location 0001 will provide the first

step of a subroutine, which puts away the content of A, performs the necessary Interrupt functions,

and then returns to the regular program, by transferring control to the contents of cell 0000, i.e., the

original instruction location.*

*Inasmuch as the transfer of control will be followed by the movement by increments of the new IC, end the instruction

specified by thelC was interrupted, the subroutine must decrement the contents of cell 0000 by I so that the instruction

not be skipped.
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5. VARIATIONS ON THE DESIGN

Given a design-whose characteristics depend heavily upon the intuition of the

designer-it is natural to consider changes in efficiency with increases or decreases in equipment.

As it stands, the design of the previous section requires four flip-flops in the control, two in the

arithmetic unit, and eight in the op-code register. The latter could be reduced to five, with

additional decoding.

One attractive simplification is elimination of the double precision feature. The net

saving would be about one flip-flop, with its set/reset logic. The major cost would be a

lengthening of the multiplication loop by the addition of a sign test and the extra STEEP and

FETCH stages of another addition instruction. For Scheme II, the multiplication time changes

from 23N 2 + 43N to 30N 2 + 43N, or, for N = 20, from 10,060 to 12,860 clock periods. This represents

about a 28% time increase for a saving of one flip-flop. The elimination of double precision also

reduces the length of the op-code register from a range of 8-5 to 7-4, thus there would be a flip-flop

saving of from 7% to 18%.

The major target for time reduction is the multiplication loop. Several possibilities

exist. One simple scheme is merely to mechanize only the multiplication loop given in Figure 6.

There are four distinct processes, requiring two new control flip-flops (it is assumed that the tests

require only combinational logic). It is also necessary to add a register to the register bank to

store the multiplier (the reliability loading of this register should be fairly low-only a word of

cores is added to an existing driver-amplifier set). The time savings in this scheme would be

appreciable, i.e., only 6.5N 2 + 3N clocks are needed instead of 23N 2. For N = 20, 6540 clocks

are saved out of a total loop time of 9200, for a net multiplication time of 3520 clocks instead of

an original 10,060. Thus, for an increase in logical equipment of about 25%, the multiplication

time is reduced by a factor of about 3. Such an exchange is probably justified, since the time

saved by the increased efficiency could well be used, e.g., in checking calculations.
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IVSUMMARYANDCONCI,USIONS

Mostof thisparthasbeendevotedto aninvestigationof thefeasibilityoftheapplicationof
certaindesignemphasesin computersystem design, i.e., the severe restriction of the amount of

control and arith,netic equipment and tile number of separate, independently active, data paths, at

the price of increased memory size, decreased programming convenience, and reduced computations

and, perhaps, increased power consumption. Several sample designs have been presented which

carry out these emphases to varying degrees. None of these has been absolutely minimal, since

it was desired to preserve a reasonable computation power. The schemes appear capable of

achieving the necessary computation speeds using conservative memory speeds.

Compared to conventional computers, the computation power per machine element is low.

Questions of "efficiency" or engineering esthetics, however, should be subordinated to the need

to maximize reliability within the confines of the computation speed required for the given task.

A proper evaluation is admittedly difficult, because, for example, it might be argued-in the design

phase-that any extra computation power beyond the minimum might be put to use in such reliability-

serving tasks as double-checking, test exercises, etc.

A second topic considered has been the desirability of giving special protection to operations

on the program data. It has been shown possible to build a computer in which the only operation on

program data was that of transfer between registers, thus affording the application of powerful

error-correction techniques. The computation speed of tile sample scheme is low, and the memory

capacity required is high, but the use of fixed-memory storage, which is usually inexpensive and

compact, eases the memory capacity problem somewhat. The ultimate feasibility of the idea has

not been evaluated.
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APPENDIX A

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION SUBROUTINES

I. MULTIPLICATION

The multiplication subroutine must be accomplished in two stages: the iteration, whose

rules are the same as in absolute-value multiplication, and the preface, which performs a certain

correction necessitated by the peculiarities of the two's complement notation. In addition, the

preface in the routine to be described also converts the factors into double precision form, to

achieve the results normally accomplished by the two accumulator registers in conventional

arithmetic units.

A. PREFACE

1. Format

Six memory registers are prepared. The first two are used for the head and tail

of the multiplicand, expanded into double precision format as described in Section I above. The

second two are the head and tail Special Accumulator Registers, used for developing the product.

The fifth is used for the multiplier, which is used directly, both for positive and negative numbers.

The sixth is used to keep a running account of the number of interations. It is set to 0.00001

initially, and shifted for each iteration, so that the arrival of a 1 at its sign position signals the

end of the multiplication.

2. Correction

A negative multiplier x is represented as the binary number 2- Ixl = 2 + x =

1 + (1 + x) = 1.(1 + x). Following the formal rules for multiplication, with a multiplicand y, the

part on the right side of the binary point produces the nominal product y(1 + x). The proper value,

yx, may be had by subtracting the value y from the nominal product.

Thus, for negative multipliers, the multiplicand must be subtracted from the

accumulated product. This may be done either before or after the regular multiplication. It is moat

conveniently done together with double precision formating.
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The preface operation is summarized in Fig. A-I. The program occupies 14

word spaces, and has an average length of 10.5 instructions, one of which is in double pret_ision.

Two possible modifications of this preface are

l) Rounding-This may be (lone by entering an initial 2 -n in the

accumulator.

2) Variable precision-This nmy be done by setting tile tally

register to any desired initial starting point.

3. The Regular l.oop

In the regular muhiplication loop, the double-precision multiplicand is

accumulated into the double-precision accumulator subject to the control of tl, e multiplicand bits,

as in integermuhiplication. Since only aleft-shiftis possible, the multiplier bits are scanned

(by testiag the bit in the sign position) most-significant-digit first. This requires the accumulator'

to be shifted leftward, while the multiplicand remains stationary, entering into successively

lesser places of the accumulator. Vor each test of a multiplier bit, the tally register is shifted,

and the arrival of l at the sign place indicates the end of the loop.

A flow diagram and program chart are shown in Fig. A-2. The address for the

return transfer to the main program is presumed to be set up by the program prior to entry to the

subroutine.

B. DIVISION

Division also is accomplished byapreface and a loop program. The purpose of the

preface is to convert all numbers to absolute value form and to provide for the complementation of

the Quotient, if needed. The loop carries out the familiar "pencil-and-paper" or "restoring"

division algorithm.

Flow diagrams are given in Figs. A-3 and A-4.
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(a) Flow Diagram

Enter set tally

to 0.00001

Test sign of

multiplicand
--7"_

set m'cand head

to 1.1111|

(b) Register List

Register Name

Multiplicand

Multiplier

Tally

Accumulator

constant (zero)

test sign of

multiplier

Clear ACC

Clear ACC,

subtract

m'cand

Symbols

YtL, Yt

X

T

Ate, At

Co A, Co s

set m'cand head

to 0.00000

(c) Progra. m..m

Enter --*-

To

Loop

Ate-- Co + 2 -_

T_--A t

A t-4.-y t

A>_O

A t'*" Co- 2-_

I

A t "*'-Co

yk.*- At

A g.4t.-- x

A>O

A h,t 4"--Yh,t

] (Loop)

A h,t'*" Coh, t

/ (Loop)

Mnemonic

A CI (Cot)

St ( T)

AC (Yt)

1o

C,,,¢ (Co,)

]

•4C (Cot)

St (Yh)

AC (A t)

Io

SCD (Y_.t)

1

ACD (Cob, t)

I

FIG. A-i MULTIPLICATION SUBROUTINE (I - Preface)
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Enter -t

enter

return

to
main

program

Shift

Accumulator

(a) Flow Diagram

ShiftMultiplier

Test sign of

Multiplier

01

Shift H
Tally

Test

Tally

0

(b) Program

Operation

A h,t "s,"- 2._ h, t

%..sb.---2X

S = 0

A h,t-,_-- .'l h,t+Yh, t

T4--- 27'

s = 0

] (Program)

Mnemonic

ShD (Ah, t)

Sh (x)

1o

AD (Yh,t)

Sh (T)

1o

I

Add

Multiplicand

return to

program

Note: s represents the sign memory Fi;'. It records the sign of the last arithmetic operation.

FIG. A-2 MULTIPLICATION SUBROUTINE (11 - Main Loop)
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===_

m

,o-----

Preface Program

A -*-- D,

s = 0

A "4"-0 - D r

D r-*-A

I

A-*- D d

s=O

A-*-O- Dd

Dd-_- A

A -_-- a 1

XLj-*.- A

I ""

A-_-- a 2

XLI-*--A

I

A_-Dd

s=O

A_-O - D d

D d-.---A

!

T _*-- C O + 2-" _"

A-_-D d

1

to loop

Mnemonic

AC (D )

]o

SC (D r)

St (D r)

l

AC (D d)

Io

SC (D d)

St (D d)

AC (a I )

St

I

AC (%)

St (XLI)

I

AC (D d)

Io

SC (D d )

AC (D a)

I

ACl (C o)

AC (O a)

l

Loop Program Mnemonic

L!

Loop:

A-_'-A +D r

Q 2Q

I

Q-.,- 2Q + 2-"

A -,- 2A

T'_-- 2T

s = 0

! (a)

A-_--O-Q

Q._--A

!

Exit

S (D r)

]o

A (D r)

Sit (Q)

I

SM (Q)

sh (a)

Sh (r)

1o

_ I(=)

SC (Q)

St (Q)

I

Average number of instructions = 7

Dd=

Q =

C O =

cxI =

a 2 =

Divisor

Dividend

Quotient

Constant (zero)

address of complementing program exit

address of non-complementing program exit

FIG. A-3 DIVISION SUBROUTINE PROGRAM
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Preface

Test

Divisor

sign

complement
divisor

Test

Dividend

sign

+

Test

Dividend

sign

complement

divisor

Complement
Dividend

set exit switch

to a 1

set exit switch

to a 2

set tally

to 2 -n

,, to loop

Loop

I Form
-_ (Partial Dividend

- Divisor)

 .oi
I _,_oi I0-o°tiont, and add 2 -"

Form _ Shift
Partial Dividend 0uotient
+ Divisor

Shift

Partial

Dividend

left

Shift

Tally ]
: Tally

sign , ]

]÷
Terminal

Jump to a i

(Switch)

terminal

Form 2-0

__ EXIT

FIG. A-4 DIVISION SUBROUTINE (Prefac.,and Loop)
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PART TWO

RELIABLE MEMORY TECItNIQUES*

I INTRODUCTION

In Part Three of this report, a number of reliable computer organizations are studied. A

common feature of all these computers is the assumption of one or more very reliable memories.

For, if some of the various arithmetic and other registers are contained in memory, the results of

a memory failure can be disastrous indeed. On the other hand, suppose the memory can be made

reliable by using techniques such as those covered in the present part of this report. Then

highly reliable computers which are essentially all memory (so-called All-Memory Computers)

might be possible.

Of the various organizations which are available for memory, perhaps arrays of rectangular

hysteresis loop magnetic cores are the most versatile. Unlike magnetic drums, they involve no

moving parts; unlike acoustic delay lines, they require essentially no standby power. Furthermore,

magnetic core memories (and aperture plate memories as well) have been improved over the past

decade to a considerable degree of reliability. Therefore, only magnetic core memories will be

treated in this part of the report.

It is of interest now to consider the various portions of a magnetic core memory. There are

first the memory cells. If an initially-reset memory cell is energized with more than some threshold

magnetomotive force, its magnetization changes state. If it receives less than this threshold

magnetomotive force there is essentially no permanent change in magnetization. One may speak

of a selection ratio, p, for the array of memory cells. This is the ratio of the least magnetomotive

force that is intended to change the state of a memory cell to the greatest magnetomotive force

that is not intended to change the state. As memory cells are not ideal devices, and as the currents

which determine the applied magnetomotive forces are not entirely constant, it is desirable from a

reliability standpoint to operate with as large a selection ratio as possible.

* by Robert C. Minnick
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Thereare two essentially different ways in which the memory ceils may be arrayed: word-

organization and bit-organization. A simple word-organized memory consisting of four three-bit

words is shown as Fig. 2.1. In this type memory, each word is threaded by a separate read-access

wire, R r The reading of a word consists of applying a current to one of the read-access wires; as

long as this current exceeds the threshold of the memory cells, the reading of information in the

memory cells is properly accomplished. It is useful to extend the definition of selection ratio,

which was previously given: The read selection ratio, Pt_, is the selection ratio for the memory

cells during the read operation, and the write selection ratio, p_,, similarly is the selection ratio

for the memory cells during the write operation. Thus for a word-organized memory, such as the

one shown in Fig. 2.1, PR =°¢. This means that if the maximum read current variation is known

for a word-organized memory, the nominal operating current always may be selected so as to reduce

the probability of failure to any predetenained value.

-4,--

WORD
OUT -4--

..¢.._
ARRAY J S_. _ SWITCH

READ

ACCESS

J SWITCH ,J

t t
ADDRESS IN

WORD

-- IN

RA-$111_-fiO

FIG. 2.1 WORD-ORGANIZED MEMORY SYSTEM
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Referring again to Fig. 2.1, writing is accomplished in a word-organized memory by passing

a current through one of the wires, R i, simultaneously with currents or no currents on each of the

wires, Wi. It is clear that the best possible write selection ratio for this memory is Pw = 3,

although normally such a system is operated with p_ = 2; therefore, there exists a more severe

restriction on the variations in the currents for the write operation than for the read. This

observation is true in general.

A small bit-organized memory is shown as Fig. 2.2; it consists of four three-bit words. To

read a word in this memory one wire of each of the x and y read access switches is energized. To

write, the same Rxi and Ryj wires are energized together with appropriate wires I_'k. The best

possible selection ratios for bit-organized memories as characterized by Fig. 2.2 are PR = 3,

P;r = 2; although normally such a system is operated with PR = 2, PttJ = 2. Bit-organized memories

normally require even more careful control of the read and write currents than do word-organized

memories. If the memory cells are multiapertured, it is possible 1" to arrange the system so that

significant variations of the read and write currents may occur without upsetting proper operation.

Techniques have been developed for increasing PR and p_ 2,3,4,5; these techniques consist

in increasing the number of read selection wires that thread each core over the one or two which

are shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. By using such techniques, the memory cells need not have such

uniform properties, and the read and write selecting currents need not be as carefully controlled.

Methods for increasing the read and write selection ratios will not be further considered in the

present report.

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 show several components of magnetic core memories other than the

memory cells. These include the read access switch(es), the write access switch and the sense

amplifier array. For a word-organized memory there is only one read access switch; for a bit-

organized memory there are two. In either case, this portion of the system completely decodes an

address and supplies current to a single output wire. Such switches must deliver a constant output

current on the proper wire under a number of possible failure conditions. The design of these

switches will be considered in Sec. II. The write access switch receives an input code word, and

under a number of possible failure conditions it must supply a constant output current on the

proper output lines. The design of these switches will be considered in Sec. III.

The sense amplifier array serves to detect and amplify the weak signals emitted by the

memory cells during the read operation. This array must be arranged such that it properly

distinguishes ZEROS from ONES on the sense lines S i for given ranges of permissible signals.

Furthermore, it should operate properly under some conditions of electronic failure. An obvious

approach towards making sense amplifier arrays reliable is the use of circuit redundancy _. The

design of these arrays will not be considered further in this report.

V References are Srouped at the end of Part Two.
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In the following sections the assumption will be made that improper operation in magnetic

core memories is much more likely to be the result of semiconductor failures than of magnetic

failures. This assumption, of course, is to some extent inaccurate; for the properties of magnetic

cores do change, and wires do develop shorts. However, the evidence seems to indicate that a

reasonably large percentage of failures after the initial checkout are due to semiconductor failures.

Therefore, the approach that will be taken is to complicate the magnetics in such a way as to

reduce the dependence on properly-operating semiconductors.

II READ ACCESS SWITCHES

A. DEFINITIONS

The design of reliable read access switches will be considered first. Note that the

read access switch might consist of as many semiconductor drivers as there are R i or Rffii and Ryj

lines (see Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). However, by using a magnetic array together with one (or perhaps

two) drivers for each address input wire, the total number of semiconductors in general can be

significantly reduced. Therefore, it is of some interest to develop the characteristics of magnetic

read access switches. As such a development is available 7, only an outline of the definitions

follows.

An access switch is considered to have M input wires and M drivers, exclusive of the

bias wire. The number of output wires is N. For example, the switch of Fig. 2.3 has M = 6 and

N = 9. Each of the N output wires is associated with a unique core, and the lI! input wires in this

switch are organized into n sets of m i wires each, with i = l, 2, .., n, such that exactly one of the

m i wires in each of the n sets (n wires in all) is energized in the operation of the switch. For the

switch in Fig. 2.3, Driver 1, 2, or 3 is energized simultaneously with Driver 4, 5, or 6. Therefore,

there are two sets of three wires each, or n = 2, m I = 3, m 2 = 3.

There are a total of M = _ m i input wires in the switch. Furthermore, any one of m 1
i=1

wires in the first set may be energized simultaneously with any one of m 2 wires in the second set,

n

and so on. This means that there are a total number of rt m i possibilities for energizing the M
i=1

wires. For each of these possibilities, a different output is selected. Therefore, N = rt m i.
i---1
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FIG. 2.3 READ ACCESS SWITCH FOR

n = 2, rn1 = 3, m 2 = 3

An equivalent way to picture the read access switch of Fig. 2.3 is shown in Fig. 2.4.

In this illustration the mirror symbolism is used, in which horizontal lines refer to cores and short

diagonal lines refer to winding polarities. The remaining lines indicate connecting wires. With

this mirror notation one may readily determine the contribution made by a winding to the magne-

tomotive force of a given core by reflecting the current on that wire onto the diagonal winding

symbols associated with the core in question.

The switch drawn as Fig. 2.3 may be thought of as a geometric picture, because each

of the n = 2 sets of m ffi 3 input wires is assigned a geometric dimension; therefore the parameter

n is termed the dimension of the switch. One may consider a still more abstract picture of n switch,

which has the advantage of allowing certain mathematical manipulations. In this form the switch

is drawn as a two-dimensional array of integers. These integers represent the windings associated

with each input wire on every core. For instance, considering the previous example, let a matrix

of integers be written in a positional correspondence with the mirror symbols of Fig. 2.4 where +1

represents a positively-connected winding, -1 represents a negatively-connected winding, and 0

indicates no winding. This matrix, which is termed a winding matrix, becomes for the present

example
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In general a winding matrix is an N x M matrix, a row of which indicates the windings

on one core, while a column indicates the connections which one winding makes to all cores.

While this matrix representation loses the pictorial properties shown in Fig. 2.3, it retains

sufficient information to construct the switch, without cluttering the picture with a maze of detail,

much of which is irrelevant to the organizational properties. The winding to the right of the

partition in Eq. (2.1) is the bias winding.

In a similar way, it is possible to define an M x N selection matrix, S, a row of which

indicates the currents delivered by one of the M drivers for all possible ways of turning on the

drivers, and a column represents the currents produced by all drivers for one of the N possible

ways of turning them on. It is easily seen that the N x N product matrix, .Y = g/S, which is termed

the excitation matrix, contains elements xij which represent the resulting magnetomotive force

applied to core i by energizing the drivers according to the/-th way of turning them on. Therefore,

the elements xii along the major diagonal of X indicate the magnetomotive force received by the

selected core, while the remaining elements indicate the magnetomotive force received by the

unselected cores. If the bias is chosen so that the most positive off-diagonal elements of X are

zero units of magnetomotive force, the value of the elements on the major diagonal (all of which

can be shown to have the same value) is defined as the load-sharing factor, d. An equivalent and

somewhat more intuitive definition of d is the ratio of the power delivered by the switch to the

power supplied by one of the drivers. If d > 1, an appropriate choice of the bias can be made to

assure proper operation, even though certain drivers fail in specified ways, as will be shown later

in this section.

The winding matrix illustrated by the example of Eq. (2.1) may be written in a modified

form. It is recalled that there are n sets of m i columns (disregarding the bias winding). The

structure of W is such that on any row there is exactly one ONE in any set of m t columns. Then

rt

let a code matrix., R, be defined to have N = n m t rows and n columns. For each row of_R, a
- iffil

digit 0, 1, .... m 1-1 is placed in each of the n columns in accordance with the position of the

single ONE in the corresponding set of m_ columns ofl//. For example the R matrix corresponding

to Eq. (2.1) is
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0 1

0 2

1 0

R _ 1 1 (2.2)
m

1 2

2 0

2 1

2 2

While the winding matrix of gq. (2.1) was derived from the access switch of Figs. 2.3

and 2.4, such a matrix may refer to either of two fundamental types of switches: the input logic

type or the output logic type. The input logic type is, in Olsen's 9 terminology, a Type I switch.

It is the usual magnetic switch (illustrated in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4) for which each output is the

secondary winding on a separate core, while each input is coupled to a series string of primary

windings on several cores. This is called an input logic switch because the logic is performed in

the primary windings of the transformers. The output logic type, or Olsen's Type l! switch, is a

switch for which each input is associated with a single primary winding on one core, while each

output is coupled to a series string of secondary windings on several cores. This switch requires

the use of additional threshold devices (usually diodes) in series with the output windings, because

the cores are used as linear transformers and the logic is performed on the output windings. In

either case, the same winding matrix may be used; only the meaning of the rows and columns of

I_ is different. Therefore, in many of the considerations to follow, one may ignore the switch being

an input logic or an output logic type. Where there is doubt, the input logic type is assumed.*

An access switch may be augmented by the addition of redundant dimensions. It is

recalled that in the basic square switch there are n sets of m t input wires each, such that one

wire in each set is energized. These n sets are called coordinate sets, and it is recalled that the

switch is said to be n-dimensional. Suppose that an additional s sets of m input wires each (where

m is the largest of m i) are added to the switch without changing the number of cores (and

consequently outputs). It is possible to show that these additional sets, which are termed

redundant sets, may be threaded such that if one driver in each redundant set is energized

together with one in each coordinate set, the magnetomotive force received by the selected core is

* The redundant reed access switches which have been developed by Tskshsshi and Goto 10 are of the output lojic type.
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enhanced, while the most positive magnetomotive force received by any non-selected core is not

increased. One way of adding redundancy is by the use of Latin n-cubes having m elements on a

side. Such a Latin n-cube is an n-dimensional cube with m symbols which are arranged so that

along any coordinate line each of the m symbols occurs exactly once.

The addition of redundancy to an access switch allows the designer to achieve a

great deal of flexibility. For instance, he may have available drivers which deliver only a certain

amount of power, but he may need more than this amount of power delivered to the load. By adding

redundancy, the load may be shared among two or more drivers in order to achieve this result.

Furthermore, the inclusion of redundancy results in a switch which is somewhat less dependent

on the various circuit tolerances than is the corresponding non-redundant switch. That is, the use

of a sufficient amount of redundancy may allow one or more of the drivers to fail in certain ways

without adversely affecting the over-all operation.

Suppose a non-redundant input logic switch having parameters n (dimensions) and

m i = m (inputs per dimension) is compared with an output logic switch having the same parameters.

It can easily be shown that both switches have mn drivers and m n outputs. The input logic switch

has m n cores and n windings per core (exclusive of bias), while the output logic switch has mn

cores and mn-lwindings per core. Thus, by changing from an input logic switch to an output logic

switch, one may reduce the number of cores at the expense of increasing the number of windings

per core and adding semiconductor diodes. The addition of redundancy to either type of switch

increases the number of drivers over the corresponding non-redundant switch.

It will be convenient for later developments to define several parameters:

b is the bias magnetomotive force applied tu each core,

e i is the number of windings on each core if an input-logic type switch

is constructed,

e o is the number of windings on each core if an output-logic type switch

is chosen, and

D is the number of diodes used in an input receding network, if one is

necessa_.

SINGLE PARITY-CHECK READ ACCESS SWITCHES

Suppose the code external to the memory system is any block 11 code with a single

parity check. Stuart-Williams 12 observed a number of years ago that if this code is also binary,

an additional pair of drivers and the corresponding windings may always be added to incorporate

this redundancy in the switch. For example, a switch of this type which corresponds to a three-

bit code plus even parityhas the winding matrix
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1 0

1 0

1 O

1 0

0 1

0 1

1 0 1 0 1 07

1 0 0 1 0 1]

0 1 1 0 0 1]

0 1 0 1 1 OI

1 0 1 0 0 11

1 0 0 1 1 O[

I

0 1 0 1 1 0 1 O[
i

0 1 0 1 0 1 0 II
-J

(2.3)

An input logicswitch thatcorresponds to Eq (2.3)is shown as Fig. 2.5(a).For this switch each

core is a horizontallineand each wire is a verticalline;forthe outputlogictype these would be

interchanged. Assuming the input code is error-free,the selected core is energized with a load-

sharingfactorof d = 2. The distance* ofthis code, notaccidentally,isalso two. The added

windings, which correspond tothe paritycolumn ofthe code, are nothingmore than the redundant

set of windings which correspond to the 2x2x2 Latin cube shown as Fig. 2.5(b).

The _Rmatrix for this example is

R am

-0 0 0

0 0 1

0 1 0

o l 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 1 0

1 1 1

0

I

I

0

I

0

0

I

(2.4)

It is seen that the R matrix contains on each row the various single parity-check codes which can

occur at the input of the switch. This observation suggests an approach that might be used for a

general development of single parity-check switches: start with an R_ matrix of the single parity-

check codes, and from this construct the corresponding g/matrix.

9
* The distance of 8 code it defined here in the Hamming sense. That is, if every pair of radix q code words is

nompared and if d l in the number of digits which diaa_ee in the ith such comparison, then the distance d of the code

is the minimum of the di.
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Suppose then for such a general development that one starts with a dense n-bit,

q-radix code, and adds a parity-check column. The R matrix for this is

• n p

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0

0 0 1

0 0 1

0 0 - 1

0 q-I - q-1 0

0 q-1 - q-1 1

0 q-1 q-1 q-1

1 0 - 0 0

1 0 - 0 1

1 0 0 q-1

q-1 q-1 - q-1 0

q-1 q-1 - qol 1

q*l q-I - q-1 q-I

q-1

0 q-1

1 q-2

q-1 0

n-2

n°3

n-1

q-1

q-2

The radix, q, is conveniently chosen to be a power of a prime, and the arithmetic must be

appropriate to the radix 11, 13

(2.5)
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The first n columns of the code matrix of Eq. (2.5) may be written more compactly by

noting that Rn_ 1 occurs q times in R n. Therefore,

RI

1

...

1

._.--- n-- 1 p

R!
_n--|

g !
_n_1

RI
_n--1

(2.6)

The winding matrix which corresponds to this code matrix is

1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0

...

0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 1

_n--1

W I
_n.--1

_/In- l

(2.7)
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Thus, starting with the R n matrix for a single parity-check code, Eq. (2.5), the

corresponding winding matrix for the non-redundant portion of the read access switch has been

derived, Eq. (2.7). The matrix IT"n has been written in the form shown because Eq. (2.7) has else-

where (Ref. 2.6, Eq. (B-3)) been shown to be the general construction equation for a winding matrix.

The complete winding matrix, _n,I_' is obtained from _W'n of Eq. (2.7) by appending q columns in

accordance with the rightmost column of Eq. (2.5). Examples of R and lI' matrices for several values

of the parameters (q, n) are given as Fig. 2.6.

C. READ ACCESS SWITCHES HAVING DISTANCES GREATER THAN TWO

All of the codes (and read access switches) considered in the previous subsection are

of a distance two, and all the switches are found to have a load-sharing factor of two. Each of the

single parity-check read access switches will operate properly, but with a reduced output power,

if any one driver fails by open-circuiting. If, on the other hand, the input code is in error by only

one bit or if two drivers open-circuit, the single parity-check switch may operate improperly.

An obvious generalization to allow for more reliable operation is to develop read access

switches which correspond to codes which have a larger distance. For instance, consider the

switch that would correspond to the d = 3, seven-bit binary Hamming code. The R and It' matrices
m

for this code are

R

m

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0

0 1 1 1

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0

1 0 1 1

1 1 0 0

I I 0 I

1 1 1 0

1 1 1 1

m

0 0 o

I I I

o I I

I o 0

I 0 I

o I 0

I I o

0 0 I

I I o

0 0 I

I 0 I

0 I 0

0 I I

I 0 o

0 0 0

I I I

W

m

_I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0

I 0 I 0 I 0 0 l

I 0 I 0 0 I I 0

I 0 I 0 0 I 0 I

I 0 0 I I 0 I 0

I 0 0 I I 0 0 I

i 0 0 I 0 I I 0

I 0 0 I 0 I 0 I

0 I I 0 I 0 I 0

0 I I 0 I 0 0 I

0 I I 0 0 I I 0

0 I I 0 0 I 0 I

0 I 0 I I 0 I 0

0 I 0 I I 0 0 I

0 I 0 I 0 I I 0

0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I

I 0 I 0 I 0

0 I 0 I 0 I

I 0 0 I 0 I

0 I I 0 I 0

0 I I 0 0 I

I 0 0 I I 0

0 I 0 I I 0

I 0 I 0 0 I

0 I 0 I I 0

I 0 I 0 0 I

0 I I 0 0 I

I 0 0 I I 0

1 0 0 1 0 1

0 1 1 0 1 0

1 0 1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 1

(2.8)
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FIG. 2.6 CODE AND WINDING MATRICES FOR SOME DISTANCE TWO READ ACCESS SWITCHES
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The redundant columns of this code are all grouped to the right of the partition in order to show the

relationship of this switch to the switches which were reviewed in Subsection A.

A block code may be characterized by several parameters: the radix q, the total number

of bits in a code word (or block) t, the effective number of nonredundant bits in each block n, and

the minimum distance d. For the example given above q ffi2, t = 7, n .ffi4, d = 3. On Fig. 2.7 the

parameters t versus a are plotted for the well-known Hamming codes (d ffi 3, q - 2).

It is possible to design an access switch, either of the input logic or output logic type,

which corresponds to a block code, by forming the R matrix of all code words. Then the IF matrix

is written out following the rules given before. The bias winding for this switch must have a

sufficient number of turns to reduce the most positive nonselect magnetomotive force to zero. But

as there are t ONES in each row of W and the code is of distance d, this bias winding must be
m

b = d-t. (2.9)

The total number of windings on each core for an input logic type switch is

e i ffi Ibl + t = 2t - d for t _> 3 (2.10)

For the output logic type switch, the number of windings on each core is

eo = qn-1 (2.11)

Values of b, e ° and e i are given for q = 2, d = 3 switches on Fig. 2.7. It is interesting to compare

e i and e o for these read access switches.

Both in this and the previous subsection the method for producing a reliable read

access switch has been first to write the R matrix which consists of all code words, and then by

the defined relationship between the R and IV matrices to write the I_/ matrix for the desired switch.

Therefore, for a distance d radix q code consisting of N words, there cannot be found in the R

matrix two code words which differ in fewer than d of the t digits. Then let two rows be chosen

which differ in exactly d digits and consider the two rows of IF which correspond to such a pair of

rows in R: let these be described by the row vectors w_ and _w1. Then by the relationship between

R and _W,the scalar product of either row with itself is

__iwr_____jwTffit

and the scalar product of both rows of W is

_i =t-d.

Furthermore, let the read access switch bias be as given in Eq. (2.9). Then each element on the

major diagonal of the read access switch excitation matrix X is the scalar product of each row of

117with itself plus the bias, or

xttffixtl- t + d- t ,fd.

But by read access switch construction, every row of IFhas the same number of ONES. Therefore,

all elements on the major diagonal have the same value; ih this case

xkkffid, forkffil, 2 ..... N.
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The two elements of_X, which correspond to the two rows of W which are being considered, are

the scalar products of the two rows plus the bias:

xii = xii = t - d + d - t = O.

But these two rows of W correspond to two rows of R which differ in the fewest possible number

of digits, namely d. Therefore, "i and w i differ in the fewest possible number of digits, and xii

and xji correspond to tile most positive off-diagonal elements of X.

Therefore, by the definition given in Subsection A, the load-sharing factor of this

switch is d. Furthermore, a fundamental relation has been shown:

Given any block code of any radix and having a Hamming distance d, a

read access switch may be constructed which has a load-sharing [actor d.

In more detail, the correspondence between block codes and read access switches is

Parameter Code Switch

d

Radix

Number of symbols in a code word

Number of nonredundant symbols in a

code word

Hamming distance

Number of input wires per input set.

Number of sets of input wires.

Number of nonrednndant sets of input

wires (the dimension).

Load-sharing factor

For later comparisons, it is desirable to consider switches of this type for which

q = 2, d = 3. The properties of these switches are found from Eqs. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) to be

d = 3, b = 3 - t, e i = 2t - 3, e o = 2 _-1 (2.12)

D. RADIX TWO READ ACCESS SWITCHES

A particularly interesting specialization of the switches discussed in the previous

subsection is that for q = 2: the radix two switch. As there are two drivers in each of the t sets

of drivers for a radix two switch, each bit of the address code serves to energize one or the other

of a pair of drivers. Therefore, if the address code comes from a flip-flop register, no recoding

equipment is necessary for a radix two switch.

For radix two switches, the types of failure may be considered in more detail. Up to

this point it has been assumed the read access switch failures can occur only by semiconductor

drivers open-circuiting. Suppose that in addition to [l such open-circuit failures, there are [0

failures due to driver short-circuits. By the use of appropriate current limiting, it is assumed that

a short-circuited driver delivers n known current; let this be the same current as is delivered by

a properly-operating energized driver.
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The address code which appears at the input of the read access switch may haw one

or more errors by the complement of the correct bit being present in certain positions. In some

cases it may be desirable to correct any such errors before applying the code to the switch; how-

ever, it may be advantageous to mask such errors by an appropriate design of the switch. Let the

number of address code errors by Is"

Then for address code failures, the selecting magnetomotive force is reduced in the

worst case by Is, while the worst case nonselecting magnetomotive force is increased by Is" Then

if the bias for such a switch is chosen to be smaller than the previous design value by an amount

-Is, the switch operates properly with a new selecting magnetomotive force of d-2[ a, providing

this quantity equals or exceeds unity. For driver-open failures no change in bias is needed, but

the selecting magnetomotive force is further reduced in the worst case by [1" For drlver-short

failures, the selecting magnetomotive force is unchanged, but the nonselecting magnetomotive

force is increased in the worst case by [0" Thus the bias must be chosen to be smaller than the

previous design value by a further amount -[o' and the select magnetomotive force is further

reduced by [0"

If these three kinds of errors can occur independently, the bias must be changed by an

amount

ab = -(f.+ f0), (2.13)

and the switch operates properlyprovidingthe worst case selectingmagnetomotive force equals

or exceeds unity:

d - (2/_+ fo + fl)->I. (2.14)

From Eqs. (2.9) and (2.13), the bias becomes

b = d - t - f. - f0. (2.15)

To illustrate these considerations, suppose a radix two switch is to be designed which

operates properly with one address bit error, one driver open-circuit failure, and one driver short-

circuit failure. All three of these failures may occur simultaneously. Then from Eq. (2.14), d > 5

is necessary.

As a second example, suppose a d = 3 switch is being used. Then Eqs. (2.14) and

(2.15) show that by making the bias one unit more negative than the design value, the switch will

operate properly with one address bit error, or with one driver open-circuit failure, or with one

driver short-circuit failure, or with both a driver open-circuit failure and a driver short-circuit

failure.
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E. TWO-DIMENSIONAL READ ACCESS SWITCHES

As one would expect binary codes to be used in practice, the results of the previous

subsection suggest the use of n-dimensional radix 2 switches, itowever, whether the switch is

of the input logic or output logic type, the total number of windings on each core (Eqs. (2.10) and

(2.11)) increases with the number of outputs to the point that radix two switches become

impractical. For q = 2 and d = 3 Fig. 2.7 shows that a 64-output output logic switch requires 34

windings on each core, and that a 4096-output input logic switch requires 31 windings per core.

If such a large number of windings cannot be tolerated, or if a very large switch is

desired, then other means must be employed. The approach for reducing windings which will be

taken in this subsection is to consider switches which are limited to two dimensions. Suppose

first that q is prime. Then consider the generator 11 matrix G:

I 0:1G = (2.16)
1 1 1

A parity-check lo matrix, H which corresponds to the code defined in Eq. (2.16) is

q-1

©Jq-I I .

q-I Q ""

(2.17)

By the definitionof G, the R matrix,which isrecalledto consist Ofall code words,
m

isformed by taking all linearcombinations,modulo q,of the rows of Eq. (2.16):
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q 7

R =z
m

0 0

1 1

-,------ 2 .-._- _

"0

0

0 2 2

0 q-1 q-I

1 0 q-1 q-2 -

1 1 0 q-1 - -

I 2 1 0

1 q°l q-2 q-3

2 0 q-2 q-4

2 1 q-1 q-3

2 2 0 q-2

2 q-1 q-3 q-5

q-1 0 1 2

q-1 1 2 3

q-1 2 $ 4

q-1 q-1 0 1

0 0-

1 1

2 2

q-1 q-I

2 1

3 2

4 3

1 0

4 2

5 3

6 4

3 I

q-2 q-1

q-I 0

0 1

q-3 q-2

Let two vectors be defined as

i

q

t
"q--i

q--i+l

q q--i+2

L ...
, q--i--1

h!

(2.18)

(2.19)
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Using these vectors, the R matrix of gq. (2.18) may be rewritten as
B

!

i0

!

! I

_2 Eo'

! !

__q-1_o

! h Ih 0
m _0

I !

__o __1
I

Rz_

! I I

h 0 - h 0 h 0m

! ! !

h2 " __q-2h,-1
! ! !

h_, - h_,., _.2

I I I I

(2.20)

Furthermore, the matrices g t and h i may be defined from the vectors g t and h ! respectively• in.... I[ •

the same way that the F/matrix is defined from the R matrix:
w

..,.-.._.--.- q -----_.._.

.I'""-'--_ Col i

o o 1 o o1
o 0 l 0 0

I =g-'_

I
0 0 1 0 0

--0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 1

,r'l 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0

= h_., (2.21)

With these definitions, the read access switch winding matrix if, which corresponds to this code is

_ag
m

-._.o

z_z

'.._ Eo

gq-I h o

h_o __o

h_o h2 .

__,-I__q-2"

__0 b_o

___-2h_q-1

b__.,b__.2

_2 hi

The code and switch defined above have the following properties:

(2.22)

t = q + 1, n = 2, d .. q,

b- -1, e i = q + 2, • o = q,
(2.23)

However, it is not necessary to use all columns in the code described by l_q. (2.16). Suppose only

t total columns are used by deleting any q + 1 - t columns of l_qa. (2.16) and (2.22), together with

the corresponding rows of gq. (2.17). Then the code has the property

t _<q + 1, n = 2, d = t - 1, (2.24)

b=-l, el=t+l ' eo=q"
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In order to compare this type of switch with those of the previous subsections, consider the

important ease of d = 3. Eq. (2.24) becomes

t = 4, n = 2, d = 3, (2.25)

b = --1, e i = 5, e ° = q.

An interesting comparison results between the distance three, n-dimensional radix 2 switches

(Eq (2.12)) and the 2-dimensional, radix q switches (Eq. (2.25)). To compare these two switch

types, let the number of outputs be the same; i.e.,

2 2nq =

Then the comparison is given in Table 2.1:

Outputs n-dim., radix 2 2-dim., radix q

N t b e t e o q b • i t o

16

64

256

1024

4096

7 --4 ii 8

I0 --7 17 32

12 --9 21 128

14 --II 25 812

17 --14 81 2048

4 --I 5 4

8 --I 6 8

16 --I 5 16

32 --I 5 32

64 --I 5 64

Table 2.1

From this comparison it appears that for almost all switches an input logic two

dimensional switch of radix q > 2 is most advantageous. However, if the input code is binary, a

recoding network is necessary in order to convert the code radix. As the input code is redundant,

this may be done with various types of redundant networks. As such networks have been considered

in detail elsewhere 6, they will not be treated here.

F. EXPANDED TWO-DIMENSIONAL READ ACCESS SWITCHES

The n-dimensional radix two read access switches of Subsections C and D required no

recoding equipment; however, it was shown that for a large number of outputs they may become

impractical. For this reason the two-dimensional radix q switches were developed in Subsection E.

These switches were shown to have a constant number of windings per core; however, recoding

circuitry is necessary for these switches.
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Another approach to the two-dimensional radix q read access switch is to expand the

radix q code into binary and to uqe this code externa| to the memory. At the expense of a less

efficient code, the recoding equipment is made considerably simpler. To illustrate this, consider

the case of N = 16. From Table 2.1, q = 4; therefore, the R matrix, Rt, for this switch is

_R4 "

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

2

S

$

8

8

o o ol

1 1 11

2 2 21

S 3 81

0 1 21

1 0 3l

2 8 OI

3 2 11

0 2 Sl

1 3 21

2 0 11

3 1 0l

0 8 11

1 2 OI

2 1 Sl

S 0 2_]

(2.26)
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The corresponding winding matrix is

-I 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

I 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 I 0 0

R/ =
0 0 I 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 I

0 0 0 i

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I

I 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I

External to the memory, the following code is used:

R2 .=

-0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-

0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 0 I 0

0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0

0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 I 1 0 0

0 1 l 1 1 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1

1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0

1 1 0 0 l 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0

1 l 1 0 0 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 l

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0"

0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

7,4

(2.27)

(2.28)



The code of Eq. (2.28) is produced by replacing each radix 4 column of Eq. (2.26) with two radix

2 columns. The only receding equipment needed in this case is a single two-input AND gate

associated with each driver. The complete address register, recoder, switch combination for this

example is drawn as Fig. 2.8.

For the receding simplification in this example the code requires one additional bit

over the best d = 3, q = 2 block code (see Fig. 2.7).

To generalize this type code, suppose N ffi2 2k and q ffi 2 k. Substituting this in

Eq. (2.24) leads to the properties of this code, where t is the number of radix 2 t columns in the

code. Letting t' he the number of binary columns in the expanded code, the result is

t <2 k+l, t'= tk, N=2 _, d=t-1,

b = -l, e i= t ÷ l, e o=2 k.

For the important case of d = 3, Eq. (2.29) reduces to

t,.4, t' =4k, Nffi22k, d=3,

b _--i e i= 5, e offi 2 k.

(2.29)

(2.30)

The number of diodes, D, necessary to perform the receding function for an expanded

two-dimensional switch may be determined by noting that there are t radix 2 k columns in the code.

Therefore there are t 2 k drivers in the switch, exclusive of the bias driver. Each driver is

associated with a k-input AND gate; therefore,

D = t k2 _.

But from Eq. (2.29), k = 2n, so

D - t n 22 (2.31)

G. INTERLEAVEB REAB ACCESS SWITCHES

Another hmily of switches which may be attractive are those which will be called the

r.interleaved read access switches. They will be shown to have properties intermediate between

the expanded two dimensional switches and the radix two switches. A 2-interleaved code (t', n')

is formed from a (t, n) radix 2 block code by writing an R' 2 matrix which contains in the rows all

different pairs of code words from the R matrix. These code words are then interleaved by column.

Next, a new R' 4 matrix is written in which pairs of columns are receded in radix 4. Finally, the

R' 4 matrix is translated into the switch winding matrix by the definitions given before.

An r-interleaved code is similarly formed: the (t, n) radix 2 block code is iterated r

times. The R' 2 matrix is partitioned into groups of r columns, and the R' 2r matrix is written in

radix 2 r.
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",,,-. DRIVERS

BiAS

RECODER
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LEGEND

®
®

r-7

= DRIVER

= DIODE AND GATE

== FLIP-FLOP

ADDRESS

REGISTER

FIG, 2.8 EXPANDED TWO-DIMENSIONAL READ ACCESS SWITCH
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An example should clarify the 2-interleaved code: Suppose one starts with a (t, n) --

(5, 2) radix two code:

LoIi° °°!l
0 0 !

R(.% 2)=

-- / 1 1 1 1

1 1 o

(2.32)

The 2-interleaved code has (t', n' ) = (10, 4); the R' matrix is
_2

R' (10, 4)=_2

"0 0

0 1

0 1

0 0

1 0

1 1

1 1

1 0

1 0

1 1

1 1

1 0

0 0

0 1

0 1,

0 01

o 0

o o

0 1

0 1

o o

o 0

o l

0 I

1 0

1 0

1 1

1 1

1 ol

l o!

1 1

1 1

o 0

0 o

o I

0 I

o o

o 0

o 1

0 I

I o

I o

1 I

I I

I o

1 o:

I 1

I I

0 0

0 1

o 1

o 0

1 o

1 1

1 1

1 o

1 o

1 1

1 1

1 oi

o o

0 1

o 1

o o

o o]

0 11

_o ol

o II

1 OI

1 11

1 ol

1 11

o ol

o 11

o ol

o 11

l ol

1 1 I

l o I

1 1J

It is partitioned into pairs of columns which then are recoded into radix four as

(2.33)
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0 0 0 0 0-

1 0 0 I i

1 1 1 1 0

0 I i 0 1

2 0 0 2 2

3 0 0 3 3

3 I I 3 2

2 I 1 2 3

!_o4(Io,4) =
2 2 2 2 0

3 2 2 3 1

3 3 3 3 0

2 3 3 2 1

0 2 2 0 2

1 2 2 I 3

l 3 3 I 2

0 3 3 0 3

The correspondi.g winding matrix is

W 0

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 I 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 I

0 0 0 ).

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 i

0 0 0 I

0 0 l 0

1 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 l 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 l 0 0

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 l 0 0 0

0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 t 0 0 0 [ 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 l 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 I 0 0 0 I

0 0 l 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 I 0 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0 0
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l 0 0 0 1 0 0 0_

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 ! 0 1 0 0 0

O 0 0 0 1 0 ! 0 0

0 0 0 I 0 0 0

1 0 0 1 0 0 [ 0 0

0 I 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 I 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 I

(2.34)

(2.35)



By inspection, the distance of this (10, 4) 2-interleaved code is d _ 3; this is the same as thf,

constituent (5, 2) codes. This property can be shown to he valid in general for r-interleaved

codes.

It is easily seen that for any r-interleaved code, based on r iterations of a (t, n) code,

there ar_ t ONES in each row of W_ . Therefore, the arguments which led to Eq. (2.9) are valid

here. Similarly, Eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) hold. Therefore, letting the r-lnterleaved code (t', n') be

based on n (t, n) code of distance d, the properties are found to be

t t _ r t, n' _ rn, d' =d,
(2._6)

b' = d' r't' ei--" __2t'r-- at' , (for t' 2 r d' ), e' o = 2 n' - '

For the special case d = 3, r = 2,

t' _ 2t, n' = 2n, d' : 3,

to
b' =3--_, e'.=t' -3, e' =2 n' - 2!, O '

and for the special case d _, 3, r _. 3,

(2.37)

t' .- 3t, n' = 3n, d' = 3, (2.38)

t' 2t' 3, 2,_' - 3b' = 3 - _, e'i = T - e'° "

The number of recoder diodes required for s switch to be used with an r-interleaved

code may be determined by noting that the R'2r matrix is written in radix 2 r and has t columns.

Therefore, there are t2 r switch drivers (exclusive of the bias). Each driver has an r-input AND

gate associated with it; consequently the number of recoder diodes is

D ==r t2" (2.39)

H. COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS

In order to give a means for comparison of the various codes and switches, Figs. 2.O

through 2.13 have been drawn. The abscissa for all these figures is n, the number of nonredundant

bits that would be necessary for the code. The five parameters t, b, el, e o, and D are plotted for

four switches:

Radix two - Described by Eq. (2.12)

2-Interleaved - Described by Eq. (2.37)

3-Interleaved - Described by Eq. (2.38)

Expanded two-dimensional - Described by Eq. (2.30)
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All of these switches and codes are d = 3, and are based on the ttamming codes. It is seen from

these figures that the radix two codes have the lowest values of t for a given value of n; however,

they also have the largest number of windings per core. The 2-interleaved codes have a slight

increase in the number of message bits. This plus a small amount of recoding equipment is the

price paid for a reduction in the number of windings per core. Similarly, a 3-interleaved code

further reduces the number of windings per core by increasing the recoding equipment and the bits

in the encoded message. And finally, the expanded 2-dimensional code has a constant number of

windings per core (for the input logic case) by using still more recoding equipment and twice as

many bits in the redundant message as in the nonredundant message.

While they are not drawn on Figs. 2.9 through 2.13, it is clear that r-interleaved codes

for r > 3 may be included.

The choice of code and read access switch for a giwn application involves many

considerations which cannot be anticipated, such as the costs and reliability of the various

components and the requirements on the code external to the memory system. Itowever, it seems

evident that given the design requirements a "best" redundant read access switch, or at least a

good approximation to it, can be found.

III WRITE ACCESS SWITCHES

It is recalled that the write access switch receives an input code word, and under certain

failure conditions delivers proper write currents on the several wires I/' i. Therefore, the write

access switch is a combination of the normal inhibit drivers for a magnetic core memory and fault-

masking circuitry. Continuing the design philosophy that has been assumed, it is not desirable to

increase the number of semiconductor drivers unduly; however, a complication of the magnetic

circuitry is allowed.

A general theory of write access switches will not be developed for the present report;

rather, a simple example of such a switch will be developed to indicate the possibilities. Suppose

that the only error that can occur is a single open-circuit failure of a write access switch driver,

and that a five-bit code is used. Such a code, which is termed asymmetric, 6 is shown plotted on

the five-cube of Fig. 2.14. The vertices indicated with squares indicate correct code words.

Those vertices indicated with circles and connected with a square by a heavy line are incorrect

code words which might occur upon a single open-circuit failure. The vertices are chosen so that

if any circled vertex occurs upon a single open-circuit failure, only one square vertex is unit

distance from it, and below; this is accomplished by disallowing those vertices marked with

triangles.
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FIG. 2.14 A FIVE-CUBE ILLUSTRATING AN ASYMMETRIC CODE

Therefore, the six valid five-bit code words are

Vertexl Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Yl

0 0 0 0 0

9 0 1 0 0

18 1 0 0 1

7 0 0 l l

28 1 1 1 0

31 1 | 1 1

nA -3a96-62

86

There is some variation allowed in tile choice of the valid code words. For instance, it is seen

fro,n Fig. 2.14 that the Vertex 4 couhl be substituted for tile Vertex 0.

Let a write access switch be designed which has as its inputs, xs, ..., x l, and as its

outputs, ys,..., Yl" A truth table for this switch is constructed from I"ig. 2.14, and is shown as

Fig. 2.15. The blank rows correspond to vacuous cases. Taking these vacuous cases into

account, the following switching functio,ls result:



x5 x4 x3 x2 Xl Y5 Y4 Y3 Y2 Yl

00000

00001

00010

00011

00100

0010!

OOllu

00111

01000

01001

OlOlO

OlOll

01100

01101

01110

01111

I0000

I0001

10010

IOull

I0100

10101

I0110

I0111

II000

II001

IiOiO

11011

tIlOO

lllu1

IIIIU

I1111

00000

01001

I0010

001|I

001 I i

0 0 I I I

0 0 I I I

0 I 0 0 I

0 I 0 0 I

I I I 0 0

I I I I I

I 0 0 I 0

1 0 0 1 0

I I I 0 0

11111

1t100

11111

lllll

11111

RB-3_96-63

FIG. 2.15 TRUTH TABLE FORA

WRITE ACCESS SWITCH
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Yl = xl +

Y2 = x2 +

Y3 = x3 +

x2(x 3 +x 4)+x 3'x4xs°

Xl(X 3 + x 5) + x3°x41x 5

x2(x 1 + x 4) + x4x s
(2.40)

Y4 = x4 +

Y5 = x5 +

Xs(X 1 + x 3) + XlX2t x3_

x4(x 2 +x 3) + XltX2X3 °

Now if each of these switching functions could be implemented with a single magnetic core, a

simple write access switch would result. This could be done if the functions were linearly-

separable 14; however, it can be shown that for this example they are not. Each of the switching

functions of Eq. (2.40) may be divided into two linearly-separable functions in a number of ways.

For instance

Yl =yll +yI2' Yll = Xl + x2(x3 +x4)' Y12 = xt'x3'x4xs'

Y2 = Y21 + Y22' Y21 = x2 + Xl(X3 + xs)' Y22 = x2_ x3' x4t x5

Ys=Ysl+Ys2 ' Y31=x3+x2(xl+x4 )' Y32=x2'xs'X4Xs (2.41)

Y4 = Y41 + Y42' Y41 = x4 + x_(xl + x3)' Y42 = XlX2 _ x31 x4_

) s _ YS] _- Y52' YSI = x5+ x4(x2 + x3)' YS2 = Xl° x2x3 t x5°

By comparing Eqs. (2.40) a,,d (2.41) it appears that the functions Yi,, are more complicated than

necessary. This is done so that the functionsYilandYi2 are disjoint at non-vacuous vertices;

that is,

yilyi2 = 0 for i = l ..... 5, except possibly at vertices (2.42)

0, 10, ll, 13, 14, 17, 19, 21, 22, 25, 26

A magnetic circuit to i,nph:ment Eq. (2.4l) is shown as Fig. 2.16. Each output wire in this

figure threads two cores: the top core of each pair producesyil, and the bottom core producesyi2.

Because of Eq. (2.42), only the top core in each pair is active if all drivers are operating properly;

in this case the appropriate outputs are selected with a load-sharing factor of d = 2. If any one

driver fails by open-circuiting, the network masks this failure by energizing the proper Yl wires.

The load-sharing factor is reduced when a driver fails.

It seems evident that the techniques which have been developed for the present example of a

write access switch can be extended. While an asymmetric code has been used in order to prevent

the example from becoming too large, the extension to other codes should be straightforward.
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IV CURRENT-LIMITING TECHNIQUES

The various magnetic devices which have been considered in Secs. II and III have the

property of masking certain kinds of failures in the semiconductor drivers. However, under various

failure conditions the delivered power may vary over a considerable range. As was mentioned in

Sec. I, if the memory elements are multi-apertured cores the currents delivered by the read and

write access switches need not be carefully controlled. However, if single-apertured cores are

used, which approach has a number of advantages, these currents must be carefully controlled.

A method by which current variations may be limited is to choose a load-sharing factor which

is greater than the minimum necessary to mask the worst failure conditions to be expected. For

instance, suppose a read access switch is considered which is designed to tolerate a single

driver open-circuit failure. Then Eq. (2.14) indicates that in the failure condition the load-sharing

factor is reduced from d to d - 1. If d = 2, this means a 2:1 change in the load current, while if

d = 5 (for instance), the load current varies in the ratio 5:4.

As it is impractical to choose very large values of d in order to obtain sufficient current

regulation for proper operation, other current limiting methods are indicated. These other methods

may be used alone or together with the above method. As current-limiters should not of themselves

be subject to failures, semiconductor devices are ruled out. A particularly simple and reliable

passive current-limiter is a rectangular hysteresis loop magnetic core acting as a nonlinear load.

To see howsuch acurrent-limiterwouldwork, consider the circuit drawn in Fig. 2.17. CoreA

is intended to represent a typical switch core inaread or write access switch. The applied

magnetomotive force to this core is

H = N,,ll (2.43)

Current I b is delivered to the memory cores, which are connected in series with a swamping

resistance. This combination is indicated by R in Fig. 2.17. Also in series is Core B, which acts

as a nonlinear load. Core A has a switching resistance of ra, and a threshold magnetomotive force

Hoa; Core b similarly is specified by r b and Ilob. Flux considerations are neglected in the present

treatment.

The voltage equations for tile two cores are

E = Nara(H - Ho, ' -Nalb)

E b = Nbrb(Nbl b -Hot,),

but the coupling-loop equation is

(2.44)

IbR = E a -E b.

Co,nbining tllese equations and simplifying,

(2.45)
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SWITCH CORE LOAD CORE
A B

PARAMETERS ra,HoQ PARAMETERS rl_ Hob

Lo 1_ R

Nol

H = ioNol mA-3t++-+"

FIG. 2.17 A LOAD CORE CIRCUIT

N J,,(H-H oa) + N br bH °b (2.46)

Ib ffi
R + Na2r,,+Nb2rb

Eq. (2.46) is valid only if the threshold magnetomotive force of Core B is equalled or exceeded;

that is, if

(2.47)
Nbl b > Hob

Combining Eqs. (2.46) and (2.47), Eq. (2.46) is valid for

H>-Hoa+Hob _ + NaNb %

(2.48)

For values of the applied magnetomotive force less than specified by Eq. (2.48), Core B is

effectively out of the circuit, and so I b is determined by Eq. (2.46) with N b = 0:

N r_(H-Ho..,)

Ib = R + Na2r, - "

(2.49)
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But Eq. (2.49) is valid only if the threshold magnetomotive force of Core A is equalled or exceeded;

that is, if

H >_ Hot ' . (2.50)

Atvalues of H less than specified by Eq. (2.50), I b = O.

Equations (2.46), (2.48), (2.49) and (2.50) are used in Fig. 2.18 to plot the delivered current

versus the applied magnetomotive force. The heavy line indicates the delivered current; the dotted

lines are included to show the construction. Typically one would design the system so that under

a failure condition that reduced the load-sharing factor to one, the applied magnetomotive force in

Fig. 2.18 would be H* and the delivered current would be lb I .

Suppose an access switch nominally operates with a load-sharing factor of d, but under

certain failure conditions the load-sharing factor may be reduced to one. Then the fractional

variation in output current, k, is

k l b (H=H') = lb(H=H'd)-Ib(H=H').

Using Eqs. (2.46) and (2.48) and simplifying,

Nt'N br t'H ot. + (N t'2rt" + R)H ob
k

d-1 - (Nb2rb+Nt2rt'+R)Ho b

(2.51)

By using the expected sizes of the various quantities,

R << Nb2rb , Nt2rt" << Nb2rb, NtraHoa << NbrbHob"

Eq. (2.51) may be approximated by

k Nt'r_Hot" Nt'2rt" R
•-- + +

d-1 NbrbHo b Nb2rb Nb 2 rb

From Fig. 2.18, the nominal current delivered to the cores is

(2.52)

(2.53)

Therefore, combining Eqs. (2.52) and (2.53), and solving for N b,

N b
= + /_.d-._l I rNtr.._aH°t'+ +R lN/Lkrb L

(2.54)
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And, from Eq. (2.53)

llob = N b I b' (2.55)

Equations (2.54) and (2.55) enable the designer to choose the number of turns and the

threshold magnetomotive force of the load core in accordance with the design requirements. To

illustrate this, suppose a load core is needed for a switch having N a = 10 turns, Hoa = 0.5 ampere-

turns, and R = 10 ohms. Suppose the delivered current should be 200 milliamperes if the load-

sharing factor is reduced to one, and that it must not be more than 5 percent higher (i.e., 210 ms.)

when the load-sharing factor is the normal value of d = 2. I,et ra = 1 ohm. Then from Eqs. (2.54)

and (2.55)

N b = 52/r_ b
(2.56)

llob = 10.4/r_ b

A typical ferrite core having a diameter of 1 inch and a cross-sectional area of 0.1 inch has a

switchiag resistance of about 4.7 ohms.

Nb = 24 turns

/lob = 4.8 ampere-turns

With this size, Eq. (2.56) becomes

(2.57)

Other core shapes are possible as long as the product of the diameter and the cross-sectional area

remains constant.

While a load core is needed for each switch core in a write access switch, it may be possible

to have a single load core associated with an entire read access switch. Such a connection is

shown in Fig. 2.19. It should be pointed out, however, that the back voltage produced on unselected

memory lines by the load core may require the use of a separate load core for each read access

switch core.
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V CONCLUSIONS

A number of techniques have been developed for improving the reliability of a random-access

magnetic core memory. The basic philosophy which was adopted in developing these techniques

is that semiconductors are more likely to fail than are passive magnetic devices. Consequently the

methods which have been considered mask certain faults in the system produced by semiconductor

failures, as well as some faults in the input data and produced externally to the memory system.

Read access switches have been considered in some detail. In Sec. II a number of alternative

choices are given the designer for picking a read access switch to match the incoming code. Or,

if the designer has this freedom, information is given in Sec. II which enables the designer to help

specify the proper error-correcting code to be used for representing the data, both within and without

the memory system. There is some evidence that asymmetric codes, that is, codes which can be

used for correcting or masking open-circuit failures but not short-circuit failures, can be used for

economical read access switches. It is suggested that further work on reliable read access

switches be directed along this line.

Write access switches which are tolerant of certain failures both of the inhibit drivers and of

the incoming code word were briefly treated in Sec. III. The example which was considered seemed

to indicate that such switches can be designed, although the problem appears to be somewhat more

difficult than that of read access switch design. It is clear that for a more general treatment than

was attempted in Sec. III, the linear separability problems of the codes used must be considered in

some detail. This is by no means a trivial problem; however, a body of literature does exist in

this field and some of it may be found to be relevant.

If single apertured cores are used for the memory cells, the read and write access switches

which were treated in Secs. II and III can be used only if the currents in their secondary circuits

are properly limited. Two methods for accomplishing this were considered inSec. IV. One was

the use of a large load-sharing factor, and the other was the use of a passive non-linear magnetic

load. It appears that currents may be limited to a few percent using practically-realizable

parameters in such amagnetic device, and without an undue wastage of power. The magnetic

equations for this current limiter were written, using a simple model, and a design method was

developed. Clearly, further work is needed on this device, both on developing a set of design

equations based on a more accurate magnetic model and on experimentally verifying the results.

Two portions of the memory system have not been treated in this part of the report in any

detail: these are the protection of the sense amplifiers, and the protection of tile memory cells.

It appears that in further work these two areas should be considered. In particular, an application

of some of the published techniques of multiple coincidence 2, s, 4, 5appear s to be appropriate to

both of these problems.
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Finally, it should be pointed out that while a number of techniques have been developed for

protecting various portions of a memory system, a number of problems are likely to arise when

these techniques are incorporated simultaneously in a memory system. Therefore, it appears that

in further work on this topic consideration should be given not only to the development of several

additional reliable memory techniques, but also to the practical problems of assemblying these

techniques into an operating reliable memory system.
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PART THREE

LOGICALREDUNDANCYTECttNIQUES*

I INTRODUCTION

The general long-range objective of this part of the project effort is concerned with redundancy

techniques for digital systems on the detailed, logical level, and calls for both the development of

new redundancy techniques and the beginnings of design philosophy for redundant digital networks.

The first year of the project was occupied mainly with techniques for combinational circuitry, while

sequential networks have been the focus of attention during the second year.

The major detailed technical results of this portion of the project have been communicated to

the sponsor in two Technical Reports issued earlier:

No. 1. "Automatic Fault Detection in Combinational Switching Networks,"

by William H. Kautz, April 1961.

No. 2. "Codes and Coding Circuitry for Automatic Error Correction within Digital

Systems," by William H. Kautz, January 1962.

Abstracts of these reports are included in Appendix A of this part of the present report. Both have
• 1,2"*

since appeared in the technical literature. In addition, other results have been presented in

past quarterly letter reports. This final report consists of a summary and evaluation of the project

activity in the area of redundancy techniques on the detailed, logical level.

The bibliography on redundancy techniques, which has been maintained up-to-date throughout

the project, was checked in January 1962 against a similar bibliography by Paul A. Jeasen. Jansen's

bibliography, including numerous additions from ours, has been published in the Proceedings of the

recent Conference on Redundancy Techniques in Computing Systems. s Several recently discovered

references that are not contained in Jansen's final list are collected into Appendix B of this part

of the report.

* by William H. Kautz

** References are grouped st the end of Pert Three.
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II FAULT DETECTION WITH CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY

The principal results in fault detection consist of the new redundancy procedures themselves,

as described in Technical Report 1 for combinational circuitry, and in Quarterly Letter Reports 3

(pages 5 to 7) and 6 (pages 2 to 6) for sequential circuits. These procedures apply to both single-

output and multi-output digital networks, composed of either gate-type or branch-type logical

elements. In the combinational case, several examples of circuitry in application areas of direct

practical importance are worked out. In all cases, it is shown that the redundancy ratio for single

fault detection never need exceed about 2. In many cases it can be made much less by taking

advantage of inherent redundancy already present in an irredundant realization or in the set of output

functions themselves, or by limiting the protection to only the most likely types of faults, possibly

detected with some delay in the indication of the fault.

Very little has been previously published on tile use of circuit redundancy for fault detection,

aside from an implicit reliance on simple duplication with comparison, and the use of loop checks

for certain easily invertible digital operations.

The principal use of fault detection in unmaintained digital systems, such as space craft, is

for the monitoring and controlled switch-in of redundant spares. With the aid of fault detection,

faults may be sufficiently localized to allow defective networks and subsystems to be automatically

switched out of the system, and electrically replaced with fresh units. Thus, fault detection, plus

spares with switch-in capability, constitutes one form of automatic self-repair.

A variety of techniques is therefore available to the logical designer for introducing circuit

redundancy for fault detection in combinational circuits. These techniques, or small modifications of

the,n, will certainly cover any reasonable design situation which is at all likely to arise with

conventional logical elements. For sequential circuitry, however, we must conclude that the state-

of-the-art does not allow such an optimistic claim. While the techniques offered will undoubtedly be

adequate for many problems, they can serve as only a guiding principle in others, and perhaps not

even that much in still others. Except for some specific logical elements and specific operations,

this situation will probably not be very much improved until an improved mathematical theory is

available for the analysis and synthesis of general, irredu,_dant sequential networks. This conclusion

is consistent with an earlier observation which appears to hold in general--namely, that it is very

difficult to develop techniques for the synthesis of redundant switching networks of any particular

type until synthesis techniques have first been developed for the corresponding irredundant networks.

It may also be concluded that fault detection techniques should be applied on the level of the

network or higher, and in no cases on the level of the component or elementary logical element. The

choice of the exact, preferred level within a digital system will depe,td on how the required redundancy

ratio varies with the level, and also on tire possible use of loop checking or signal redundancy for

fault detection, and on the type and extent of switching required for the connection of spares.
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One of the redundancy techniques proposed for use with sequential networks involves the

use of unit-distance counting sequences. These are codes such that the passage from each state

(or count) to the next requires a change in only a single binary digit. When error-checking features

are added to these codes, they become useful not only for fault detection in sequential circuits,

but in analog-to-digital converters as well. Two families of such codes are presented in Quarterly

Letter Report 6 (pages 2 - 6), and the circuit equations for some related operations are derived:

counting, adding, conversion to binary codes, and error detection. These codes should find direct

application in the design of economical self-checking analog-to-digital conversion equipment.

A theoretical question raised in Technical Report 1 (page 12), and answered at the time only

for simple functions, concerns the possibility of reducing the cost of a certain checking network

for detecting Type I and II AND-gate faults in AND-OR networks. We have now been able to show

that such a simplification is never possible, even for very complex functions. In switching

theoretic terms, the proof consists of showing that the complexity of the reduced-normal-form

realization of a unate function can never be reduced if the uncomplemented minterm xtx 2 .... xa

is removed from the function.

Several specific problems may he singled out for further study. For comhinational networks,

it would be useful for certain applications to have synthesis procedures that take advantage of

unspecified input-variable combinations (so-called "don't cares") to simplify the network realization.

While such procedures are available for irredundant networks, they need to be worked out for

redundant structures as well. It would also be helpful to have a better description of just which

switching operations require redundancy ratios well below the upper limit of 2, so that these

operations may be preferred during a system design. Similarly, it may be possible to evolve some

way of determining the redundancy ratio required for a given function, network form, and type of

fault without actually executing in detail the entire redundant design.

More specific procedures might be worked out for networks composed out of less conventional

logical elements, such as magnetic or threshold elements, at least for some common networks such

as adders, comparators, etc., if not for networks in general.

In the sequential area, both irredundant and redundant procedures are needed for arbitrary

networks. In view of the difficulty of this general problem, it may he more advisable to concentrate

for the time being on specific network structures and functions, and on some specific types of

logical elements of current importance.

For analog-to-digital conversion, it may be possible to evolve some other error-detecting codes

which are more efficient than those proposed in Letter Report 6, but which lead to no more complex

logical circuitry for adding, counting, code conversion, etc. Similar families of codes for error

correction could also be developed.
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III FAULT MASKING WITH CIRCUIT REDUNDANCY

A large number of fault-masking techniques have been proposed in the technical literature,

some of them complete with evaluations showing statistically the improvements in reliability which

are possible. 4"1s Although usually proposed for use at the level of the component or logical element,

most of the techniques are also applicable at higher levels within a digital system. Also, they can

usually be applied to sequential circuits, even though specifically proposed only for combinational

circuits.

Unfortunately, the redundancy ratio which results from the use of these techniques is very

high, reaching a minimum of 3 or 4 only for tile simplest approaches--those due to yon Neumann and

to Tryon for gate-type elements, and to Moore and Shannon for branch-type elements. No advantage

is taken even in these cases of any pre-existing logical redundancy in the irredundant realization,

or of the possibility of masking only the most likely types of faults.

Our studies in fault-masking on the network level for combinational circuits indicated that

there exist single-output networks which may be rendered insensitive to single faults at a cost

well below this minimum ratio of 3 or 4. Several such examples were produced, although the

particular approach taken did not evolve any simple definition of the entire class of network functions

for which such simplification is possible. Similar and sometimes even greater gains are possible

in multi-output networks, because of the possibility of inherent redundancy in tile output function

specifications. For example, the disjunctivity of the outputs of a gate-type complete decoding

network can be used to advantage for fault masking at a redundancy ratio somewhat less than 3.

Similar results hold for complementary-output gate-type and branch-type networks.

This fault-masking approach for combinational networks is discussed in Letter Report 4

(pages 1 - 12), and leads to the conclusion that for this family of networks, fault masking is

usually but not always expensive. The best hopes for more economical fault masking appear to lie

in the use of signal redundancy, and in application of logical redundancy at a high level--that is,

to large networks and large portions of the digital system. The successful execution of the latter

alternative requires a greater understanding of how logical redundancy can be determined and

isolated in arbitrary logical functions of high complexity, and how an irredundant network may be

redesigned to incorporate the minimal additional redundancy which is required for masking single

faults. Particular emphasis should be placed on multi-output networks, since these potentially

contain more inherent redundancy in their functional specifications.

Fault-masking can be applied to sequential networks through separate checking of the logical

and storage portions of the network, as described for fault detection in Letter Report 3 (pages 5 - 7),

and in Technical Report 1 (pages 27 - 33) for iterative networks, or by Lofgren's method, but based

on the structure of an error-correcting code instead of an error-detecting code. For large networks,

the cost will be less than that which would result from triplication (von Neumann) or quadruplication
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(Tryon) but the design will likely be inefficient, because of the necessity of realizing the multi-

output logic network as separate single-output networks. Such a decomposition is not basically

necessary, but must be resorted to until synthesis procedures for redundant multi-output combinational

networks are available.

In conclusion, then, fault-masking techniques for circuit redundancy are available for all types

of networks, but are costly. This cost could probably be reduced for most large networks and for

a few small networks through the development of improved synthesis techniques.
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IV SIGNAL REDUNDANCY

The numerous techniques described in Technical Report 2 should provide the logical designer

with a broad spectrum of competence for introducing redundancy into a digital network, subsystem,

or system via the data or signals which pass through it. Errors which result from faults may be

either detected or corrected, depending on whether the code on which the signal redundancy is based

is interpreted as an error-detecting or an error-correcting code. Any of these signal redundancy

techniques may be applied to the checking of data storage and transfer operations. A few techniques

are offered for checking arithmetic operations, although these are not fully developed, and may not

be considered seriously competitive with simple duplication or triplication of serial arithmetic units.

Other techniques yield a small saving for limited fault types, such as those faults which give rise

to asymmetric errors.

The techniques which are offered apply to both serial and parallel transfer and storage of

data, although different codes are usually preferred in the two cases. For the most part, only

single errors are corrected, although multiple error detection is sometimes convenient. The study

was most successful for the series-parallel channel, for which the required amount of redundant

circuitry is quite modest for an attractive combination of single-error correction plus multiple-error

detection. The effectiveness and efficiency of this type of code results from the combination of

the advantages of both serial (sequential) and parallel (combinational) codes: Each checks the

weaknesses of the other, and also checks a part of the susceptibilities of the channel to cause

errors. Thus, the parallel code corrects burst-type, asym,netric errors which result from serial

handling of the data, once the particular parallel channel that is defective is identified. At the

same time, the serial code serves to isolate this parallel channel.

Additional future work is justified on the optimal use of series-parallel codes in conjunction

with specific memory types and register types.

In general, the error-correcting portions of the redundant system are the most susceptible

remaiuing parts. So,he limited techniques, one of them based on the iteration of error-correcting

codes, were proposed for this purpose, but an additional effort should be made to determine tlow

to best correct or mask faults ill these correctors. Faults in the encoders normally appear at the

decoder just as if they had occurred in the chaunel (memory, register, or transfer circuitry), so they

need not be treated specially.

Finally, better codes are needed for checking arithmetic operations, with emphasis on

detecting or masking only those types of faults which are most likely to arise.
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APPENDIX A

ABSTRACTS OF TECttNICAL REPORTS 1 AND 2

I TECItNICAL REPORT 1 (AUTOMATIC FAULT DETECTION IN COMBINATORIAL

SWITCHING NETWORKS)*

This report is concerned with the logical design of economical combinational switching

networks which contain sufficient redundancy so that the presence of any single fault can be

detected.

It is well known that (within broad limits) any isolated fault in a single-output network may be

detected with about 2:1 redundancy, through duplication of the irredundant network, and the addition

of a comparator gate. In the procedures to be described, a reduction of the redundancy ratio below

2:1 is shown to be usually possible, by (1) taking advantage of any inherent logical redundancy

in the switching function or functions which describe the terminal behavior of the network; (2) making

use of any structural redundancy present in the irredundant version of the network; (3) providing for

the detection of only those faults considered to be at all likely to occur, rather than "all" faults

categorically; (4) where possible, allowing some faults to be detected with a delay, rather than at

the first occurrence of an erroneous output; and (5) application of certain principles of error-detecting

codes. A similar reduction of the redundancy ratio is possible for muhi-output networks.

Branch-type networks--e, g., those made up of relay contacts or cryotrons instead of gate-type

elements--are also considered. If the designer is free to use some non-branch-type elements in the

detection circuitry, the same low redundancy ratios achievable in gate-type circuitry can be

obtained here.

Finally, several examples in application areas of importance in conventional digital systems

are discussed, including some comparators, calculating networks, code converters, and decoding

trees.

* by William H. Kautz
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TECtlNICAL REPORT 2 (CODES AND CODING CIRCUITRY FOR AUTOMATIC ERROR

CORRECTION WlTIIIN DIGITAL SYSTEMS)*

Error-correcting codes for use in communication channels have been known for many years.

Recently discovered code families have enabled economical encoding and decoding equipment to be

designed for use with even very noisy channels. These new codes provide for the automatic

correction of several independent errors in a block of transmitted digits, or of bursts of errors in

successive digits.

Within a digital computer the "channel" becomes tile collection of data paths and storage

locations embodied in index, data, and control registers and in the memories and associated

i,_put-output transfer links. An attempt to apply existing error-checking codes to this type of channel

reveals that these known codes are not necessarily optimal, because (1) appropriate measures of

efficiency ,nay differ from those customary in the traditional communications channels, (2) the most

probable types of errors (noise) may not be the same, (3) one must also take into account the

possibility of errors due to faults in the decoding logic (corrector) itself, and (4) if possible, the

codes should be compatible in some sense with arithmetic anti other related operations.

[n this report we discuss the efficiency, cost, and optimality of codes for use within digital

systems, and evaluate to what extent known code families can be applied to automatic error

correction. To better satisfy these criteria in the most important remaining cases, some new codes are

then described. Particular attention is devoted to error correctors which are "fauh-n,asked"--i. e.,

whose performance is insensitive to single isolated circuit faults. Also discussed are the simpli-

fications possible if mere detection of an error is adequate. Several examples of encoding, corrector,

and detector circuits are offered, exel,lplifying the use of both gate-type and branch-type logical

elements.

* by William II. Kuutz
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